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I
charged its plans, and would call
Miss OtBrien wad awakened by a
no more witnesses.
who on one of the lower floors and,
"Under the circumstances, I must
Ill the darkness, made her wey to
ask for an adjournment, as I 'have
a telephone. III whispers she called
no witnesses available today."
police headquarters and apprised the
"There is not the slightest objecpolice of the situation. Patrolmen
tion on our part," said Mr. Delmas.
west hurried to the house ands the
Justice Fitzgerald then ordered the
intruder
was secured as lie leaped
Monday.
adjournment until next
District Attorney Jerome said lie PROFESSOR CARNEGEY WILL frost a windo*, startled by a noise
"ADMIRING FRIENDS" HAVE
was not prepared today to add anyPROBABLY DEFER HIS
THREATENED TO BOIL
made by kpoliceman stationed at the
thing fiother to his statement of test
TRIP
HIM IN OIL
ficiet door. , Ile gave his tame as
night that the evidence lie will have
John Bowdee, aged sixty-five years,
to offer in rebuttal will be before
a motorman,'and was locked up for
the jury by Wednesday evening, lie
hearing.'
added that the case should go to the
jury by Friday, next.
LOOKING POR TROUBLE.
Mrs. Evelyn Nesbit Thaw was in
"sa —.-- •
the witness room today, and when
"The Hotel and Restaurant Ern_ court at
Madrid
Correspondent
Claims to
immediately
adjourned
court
she
administrator of the estate
ployes
International Alliance, Bar- of Augustus Morris,
Have Proof That United States
JEROME HAS NO WITNESSES went to the Tombs to visit her hus- SCIENCE STUDENTS SPENT
and A. B. Mortenders
International League-I!' of ris, and also as guardian
PROFITABLE TIME AT
band.
Senate Was Bribed to DeTO PROCEED WITH IN
of Clifford
America, against the *UMW'States Morris.
TWO PLANTS
Impression on Jury.
REr."..;TTAL.
Augustus Morris is the
clare War on Spain.
Fidelity
and
Guaranty company and yousg man who was
Mr. Deltnas, chief counsel for'
stabbed to
Willia:n Sherman Mills" is the style dead, two
Thaw, is ascribed for this 'nose in
weeks ago at Eighth and
London', *arch 8.—The Madrid of a suit brought
yesterday in the
has furnished so Another Obscene advertising Card correspondent of the Telegraph
Court Odic urned Until Monday Up- the trial, which
de- circuit court here - by Hon., Hal S. Campbell streets by Stonewall FerPersonally,
he
was
sensations.
many
guson, while A. B. Morris is the
Footutd
Yesterday
Among
Child
cn Request of the District Atclares that as the result of mu•ls
Corbett for the plaintiff. The plain- father of the
impressed with the testimony given
dead boy, who died sevren of the High School
torney—No Objections.
*eery he can confirm all the accounts tiff seeks to recover $318.36 that eral day;
by Mrs. %am. Thaw on the stand
after his son was killed.
g;ven by the Havana'diardo De I.a Mills took charge' of while treasurer Clifford Morris is a chilfi
Wednesday, and in thinking of his
of the latMatina, of the alleged bribery of the of the Paducah Bartenders, Union, ter.
flashed
night
there
plans
that
future
probable
It
ie
Professor
and
that
which
of
John
he
has
trial
8.—The
failed
eo
.March
account
New York,
United States senaie to declare war
into his mind the thought that u ith
Carnagey, of Noblesville, Id,, will on
Harry K. Thaw today was adjourned this picture of the grief-so:Men
Spain. Hitotheerts that official for.
Coghill Estate Money,
not arrive today as thought last
The bartenders' union operates unin
stand
fresh
witness
the
timber
on
Mr. Boldry of the county hat bee,
10:30
proofs
at
of
morning
the
story
are
now
in
the
until Monday
Wednesday,
following
his election as
der the international league of bar- achninistratior
the minds of the jurors it was a good
of the Cog1411 estate,
national archives at Havana, and he tenders, hence it is under
o'clock, after Attorney Delmas had
auspices and had in his hands money
place to close the case of the defense. superintendent of the Paducah pub- says farther
due
that
the
amounts
court
paie
lie
schools.
of
lie
opening
was
ofthe
Tuesday
latter that the 1;tigaion is filed. Anthros Gordon
chosen
announced on the
Ile knew thst thc jurymen had had a
Coghill,
a
child.
to the interzneiliaries in the plot wa: The United States Fidelity and Guarthat the &Leese had concluded its surfeit of, expert testimony, and, as night, and on wiring him nf his sucFelix G. Rudolph, the public admincess, one of the trustees jokingly re- at least $1,00ctocie.
anty company are on Mills' bond, istrator,
to
had
Se
still
about
all
was
that
Jerome
Attorney
qualified yesterday- as guardtestimony. District
seouid.marked in the message "come to see
which the latter executed guarantee- ian for Antbros
Gordo* Coghill. Mr.
stated that lie had no witnesses ready offer, deemed it uisc that it
us."
Professor
Carnagey
ing
faithful
thought
and,
bongo .performance Boldry then turned over
SPAT ON SIDEWALK
bc elminated.
to the
at
and
rebuttal,
to proceed aith in
AND IS FINED iio of his duties as t7ealurer of the local guardian 444o due the child, which
Thaw and his relatives are said that meant there was -Something important.
to
be
conferred
union.
about,
,The
and
Was
surety
company
adjottrnmeut
is made now fifes' in Arkansas where Lillie
his request an
to be satisfied with the decision of
counsel and with the prospects of he replied that 'he mould reach here John Wood First to Be Punished fpr party to the suit so that if it can- Coghill is his guardian. The edurt
taken.
,today. After that he was written that
not be gotten'out of Mills it can be then directed
Violating Health Ordinance
Guardian Rusitelph to
e
Thi< acticsn was not unexpected, the prisoner, judging from the case • the telegram did not mean to hemsecured
from the bonding colhipany• pay over, to Lillie
In
Louisville,
presented;
far
thus
Coghill the $2.0
foe Mr Delmas served notice late
Ishlls ,is a bartender well known belonging to
Mrs. Wm. Thaw, mother of the mon him here, ami that there Wal
the child. These qualiyeaterday on the district • attorney.
Lonisville, March 8.—John Wood, around town for the many scrapes fications and order% were the legsl
prisoner, %%as reported to be dis- no need arriving today, unless he
that thr &tease hah changed its plait satisfied on one point
This was desired to come voluntarily. He has colore'd, ie the first victim of the anti- be had with a female. He seems to form necessary to be goue through
Mr.
of ceiling two more experts
befpre the money could he turned
over the fact that she was not' al- not been heard from since then, but spitting ordinance. Wood was fined have left the city.
Jerome did not consider the noti- loacd on Wednesday to testify on it is not thought he will come.
$10 in city court this morning for that
Over.
,
Incorporating
Articles..
ficatioa as official, and so came into
offense. He is. alleged to have been
the question of hereditary insanity
"The Padticah Brick and Tile com&court this morning prepared to listen in the
Vted Plants.
detected in the act of expectorating pany" filed articles of incorporation
family. She wishell to •
Thaw
Property Sold.
.more testimony as to Thaw's un- explain' the statements made in the
The class in science of Professor on the sidewalk at Fourth altd Green yesterday ail!' the county clerk, capiJoseph Ananey has sold to F. M.
condition
of
mind.
•ound
course of the trial that members of Shrieves spent a long while yester- streets last evening by Patrolman talizing at $.p0000, the stock being hfcGlathery for $i and other on
The court session was opened with the Thaw family have been in in- day inspecting the North Third Camozzi.
valued at $too per share, and sub- sideratioits, property on Sixth near
all the usual formalities. Thaw was sane asylums and that there seat a tercet gas plant gand the North SecThe police have been given posi- scribed for as follows: C. H. Chant- McKirtl(y street s‘The deed was
bright and smiling as he walked to streak of insanity in the family. Mrs; ond street electric light plant, the tive orders to make arrests in all such
blin, 200 shares; Mary I. Murray, too lodged yesterday for record with the
His
his place at the counsel table.
sudents casco
taking
the
was eakt felt that a great instructor
•,Thaw,
it
charts;
Arthur, John, James, Robert county attic.
two brother.. Edward and Joseph.
:injustice had beet& done the Thaw down so they could be brought in
Mrs. M. E. Bethel bought from S.
and Effie Murray, 20 shares each.
greeta
smiled
be
and
court,
were is
tbese statements. !mace personal contact with ,what they are U. S. PLANS TO FIGHT
by
•
family
M.
Smith for '$tots property in the
be
The
coutinuation
business
will
uning to thena The pr/soner's arms her desire to publicly deny them.
studying in this respect.
General
TURKS FOR
SCHOOLS der corporate head of the brick and Rock additioa.
were filled, as usual. with the big
Manager John Bleecker was at the
Wants to Tell Story.
E. Gleaton'and wife transferred to
tile business,.Charnblin and Murray
Ilrawil envelopes containing has corWith this subject in mind Mrs. places to show the scholars through Ministry Arranges to Press Its Con- have been doing in the past as in• Rubie Wade for $1 and other conr esoondenee
test Over Control of Institutions.
W il Iiacn T ha w sent for Lawyer Cla- and explain to them What mechanism
siderations, property on
divides! firms.
Bethet
Defense Rests.
ford W. Hartridge yesterday and had they did not understand. He took
street.
•
aV1
/
4'hen Justice Fitzgerald had as a conference witb him lasting nearly a great interest jn pointing out and
Constantinople, March
—It is
Ilidford
•
Otey
purchased
from
Another
Corporation.
cendeff the bench and Clerk Penny three hours, during which she told explaining in detail the different estimated that the United.
States will
"The Tennesece Kaolin. host and Charley Wheeler for $t property at
had called the jury roll, Mr. Delmas him :hat if she could not tell her things, for which the students pro- soottmtirte-rw•te
meastrres to Timber cmnpatry" Med articles of Guthrie avenue and "B" street.
the
voice
arose and uttered in a low
story on the stand she would corn- fusely thanked him in a manner enforce its demands for official recog- incorporation, capitalizing at $200,three words:
Mr. nition of the American schools and 000. The stock is worth $zoo per
nomicate her side of it to the news- showing they appreciated it.
Licensed to Marry.
"The defense rests"
Bleecker is a university graduate of missionary establishments ia Turkey. share and teem shares are taken by
papers.
George
Morgan and Mrs. Alza
I
Mr. Jerome then said lie would
Mr. Hartridge, howevee, is believed Bostotetilites a deep interest in edu- The ministerial cemmittee appointed J. B. Bartee nf Memphis, 3 shares by May were granted a license to marry.
adjaurnment
of
an
have to ask for
to have persuaded her to postpone cational matters and informed Pro- to deal with the question has been i Jac McCandless of Memphis, and as were Willis Niters had conferred
the case until Monday morning.
explanation at this time. Nit. fessor Shrieves that if the latter ever sitting at the Yildiz palace,"and has
the
power of attorney to G. F. Lyon.
"When court adjonrned last Wed- Hartridge. when he left the confer- needed anything in that line to help already reaffirmed the settlement ar- !three shares by George F. McCanwill
concern
of
this
city.
dless
The
resday evening," he said. "I had no ence at the Loraine. denied that instruct the children, to let him ranged three years ago with
the
reason to expect other than I would Thaw's mother Was dispteased be- know, and they would be furnished. American embassy, arid a new decree deal in timber, mine lands, and
—On account of this year's tax
other properties.
he confronted this morning by ex- cause she
'having to be made the limit, $1.85,
not been allowed to Knowing of a few needed atticles 'approving the agreement has been
had
•
perts who would be called to adsvrer explain, and that she was !satisfied the professor was generously pre- submitted to the Sultan. It is hoped
so as to care for 1907 expenditures,
Trustees Chosen.
a hypothetical question, which Mr with everything when the lawyers sented with them and they will be that his signature will remove the
the
bank- and the enormous 1076 deficit of $45,Referee E. W. Bagby of
Delmas was to frame extemporarily. had explained
opstacles placed by irresponsible rupt court, and his stenographer, 000 left over by the republicans, the
the underlying reasons of vast help in the work.
Yesterday evening, however, Mr. Mc
officials in the way of the proper exe: Miss Thresa Kirchhoff, returned yes- city cannot be sprinkled this year by
for the manner in which he? testiPike called on me with a letter from
0becene Literature.
cution of the arrangements.
restricted.
money
was
terday morning from
SmithIllnd contract, the cost charged to prop\re. Delmas, saying the defense had
Another one of the obscene cards
District Attorney Jerome is still
*here the former held meetings the erty ogners, as nothing beyond the
/*ceasing many threatening letters advertising the goods of a certain WELCOME PENNILESS SON
day and night before of the creditors $1.85 can be taxed.
WHO WASTED THEIR CASH in the bankruptcy cases of Dr. Jessie
which abuse him for prosecuting wholesale liquor house of this city
Thaw. Some of the writers theaten was found among the children of the
D. Foley of Srnithland, and C. If..
,that if Thaw is convicted to blow high school department yesterday Indiana Parents Forgive the Blasting Neleon & Syne of Hampton, !ivies
Mr Jerome into atoms, to, boil him by the faculty, which took possesof a Lifetime's Savings.
.
ston county.
in oil, to shoot hind; and to do other sion of it, and the card was turned
0. C. Lasher, the Smithland news.'
• over to certain interested individuals
cruel things.
Hanunood, Ind., Much 7—Taking'
who are keeping it for use. The pro- with him $3,000, his parents' savings paper stare was selected by the credo I
fessors have found a number of these of a lifetime, John Yarkes went to I tors to take charge of Dr. Foley's
DUST CAUSED DEATH
cards among the students. They are the Klondike five years ago to buy- business while it is being wound up.
; The heed of the trustee was fixed at
Cards aictuftes of a very disgusting and de- up prospects. He wrote/home once i $
MR. CHARLES SMITH SERIOUS- Came Off Souvenir Post
I,ado praved
the
probilities
nature,
and
are
Handled by Postoffice Clerk.
or twice a few months therafter, tellLY INJURED YESTERDAY
that the grand jury of the circuit ing them he had struck it rich. There I The largest timber of creditors HAD ONE OF HIS BOX-LIKE
AFTERNOON.
'from a numerical standpoint in the
The poxoffice department 4 court next month will investigate the the letters stopped and the parents Nelson case wanted Mr. Rutter
SHACKS OUT IN THE
Washington has issued' orders to matter thoroughly, looking towards mourned the son ea dead. Yesterday trustee of the Nelson case, while the
STREET.
effect that hereafter there must not bringing in indictments.
he te:egraphed "rem St. Paul for 'emallest number numerically, but
Was Driving Along South Third be sent through the mails, the soumoney to get 'brne with, and today those holding the largest amount of
Monthly Literary.
Street When Frightened Horse
vehir post cards with diamond dust
The teachers of the public schols he was welcomed though he con- claims. wanted Circuit Clerk Charles Henry Skelton, Colored, Given ConPitched Him Out.
oo them. The dust comes off on hold their monthly literary session fessed that he had spent his parents' Parsons - as trustee. There appearing
tinuance of Charge of Tapthe 'mean of clerks handling the next Friday afternoon at the Wash- little fortune ii riotous living in a division, Referee Bagby 'himself apping Till—Police Notes
mail, and in one instance caused a ington building on West Broadvlay. Nome
pointed Mr. Parsons as the trustee
air. Charles Smith, the venerable New Jersey clerk to contract blood
and tixesPtis bond at $3.000.
FORMER BONDHOLDERS
butcher of Yechanicsburg, lies at. his poison and die. The order is exOUTWITTED ROBBER.
The warrant against Mark Worten
SUED BY THOUSAND
•
Roberts' Compromise.
home seriodsly injured and will be pected at the Paducah office daily.
was dismissed yesterday morning in
ReS-ree llagby has ready
his
Woman's Bravery and Resourcefulcenfined for several weeks, the result
court. He was chaxgedS
CHAUTAUQUA PLANS.
Effort to Recover Money Paid to papers alai certitieate to be for- the police
of his horse throwing him out of the
ness Foil Burglar in New
with violating the law by having one
warded to Jnd.fte Walter Evans at. of his little box-like shack:, out in
York and Result in His
buggy yesterday as he was driving President Bleedker Resigns and Is
Louisville in the John R. Roberts %Torten's addition, moved out so that
on South Third street near Norton
Capture.
Succeeded by G. C. Wallace.
Lexington, Ky., March 8.—James case. Roberts has agreed to pay' his
it stood in the public street. He was
— —
street.
C. Rogers, receiver for the American creditors thirty cents on the dollar,
tearing down the
New York, Match a—To the re- Reserve Bond company, filed a.petit- and this being agreeable to them, warranted, but on
President John S. Bleecker of the
Mr. Smith was going towards
shack, the charge was dismissed. ,
Chautauqua
yesPaducah
association
sourcefulness artd bravery of 4sfiS4 :on today ageinst 3,250 residents of the papers to this effect arc now
home when the beast became scared
Henry Skeltoa was given a continand in plunging around threw the oc: terday tendered his resignation to Katherine O'Brien, niece of John Kentucky whc were formerly bond- sent Judge EvanA for his approval. uance until next Monday, after part
it
directors,
was
the
board
and
of
Fox, president of the democratic holders of the Southern Mutual In- Robert, deposits enough money to of the evidence was heard against
rupant of the vehicle out upon the
accepted with regret. The board club, sdas _due the capture by
Larse's back. -From there Mr. Smith
the vestment company, which was ab- pay off all claims at this rate, be- him. He is accused of slipping into
then eletted Mr. George C. Wallace,
tumbled to the ground, striking the
eartf'todgy of a burglar who sorbed by the American Reserve fore the documents are sent the the George Backer establishment at
tile vacant director- po'ice
Bond company.
judge.
edge of the curb and painfully cutting who also took
Ninth Ihd Caldwell streets and stealhad
prepared
a bundle of silverware
ship caused by the death of the late
The petition- allege.; that a large
is head, bruising him over the body,
ing several dollars from the cash
and
other
valuables
worth
about
$o•
Dr. J. Robert Coleman.
number of the 40,000 coupon holders
Expected Back Tomorrow.
drawer.
breaking the collar gone, and it is
Mr. Shaw, the chautauqua man, is noo and was ready to leave the Fox of the Southern Mutual tnvestment
E. Rehkopf is expected back toWilliam Ratcliffe was fined $151
believed one of his ribs is fractured.
expected here shortly to confer with residence on East Fiftieth street.
ce;mpany were paid various Sums of snorrow front Cincinnati where he and costs for having a fight severs/
'Mr. Smith was picked up and oar:"
Mr. Foil and hit immediate family money under the impression that the went the first of this week on busi- weeks ago with another party, and
r ed to his Mechanicsburg home the Paducahans regarding the second of these annual affairs that will are in Europe, and the house is occu- aesets of the company were sufficient ness conaected with pushing the ap- after which strap the accused ekipwhere he now lies in quite a serious
be given at the park during the som- pied in their absence by Miss to warrant the payinents. The re- peals from the federal court at Louis- ped out, but was only recently caught.
cAndition, which is aggravated by
Stanley E. Bates was fined $1 and
O'Brien, Mr1. Hogan, her aunt, and ceiver, however claims Mat these ville, al-httre judge Elvans ordered
advanced age. Dr. Troutman is atRrelikopf indlaidualls- into per- costs for being drunk.
seven women servants. IMiss O'Brien payments were made through mistending h;---s.
—It has been learned that H. A.
take, and seeks to recover the money sonal Oankruptcy.
The frsktiuos horse was injured
Cunningham, the insurance agent, and Mrs. Hogan occupy rooms on and make it a part of the wets of
4nrinx the pltinging and had to be
his male partner, and the Paducah the third floor, while the servants its 'receivership, to be distributed I
Morris Estates,
—Mrs. Hirael Sntedley continues
taken to a veterinarian's for treatgirl who left With them, sailed Thurs- sleep on the floor above.
equitably
to
qualified
yesterday
all
the
creditors
Morris
of
thel
improving
at the St Louis sanitarinnt
M.
N.
ment.
day front INNw Orleans for Panama. I At about 2:30 o'clock this morning, company,
before Judge Lightfoot in, the county where she was operated on,

'WANT TO COOK
MR. JEROME

al'

REGIST R.
"OM

HERE TODAY

SHERMAN MILLS CLAIMED
SHORT IN HIS ACCOUNTS

THERE IS NO NEED OF
COMING RIGHT NOW

Bartenders Union Sued Him and Surety Company For
1318.38 Claimed Due---Lasher and Parsons Chosen
Bank Trustees at Smithland---Roberts Compromise Papers Forwarded---Other Courts
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Atthe Churches

4.‘

S,t•

Trimble Street Methodist.
of the Kentucky
` Rev. 3. R. fiery
Blackard will
Elder
Presiding
and
church.
avenue Presbyterian
and evenmorning
returned last pieach tomorrow
lion. John G. 'Miller
Alethodist
street
Trimble
the
jug
at
they
evening from Princeton where
church.
the
attended the called meeting of
Presbyofficials for the Princeton...
Third Street Methodist.
congregathe
all
tery, that includes
G. W. Banks of tile Trimble
Rev.
Mr.
tions in this section of the slate.
church will fill the
Methodist
street
yesMiller went from here at noon
church tomorMethodist
from Third street
terday, while Dr. Henry came
being suppulpit
his
morning,
ow
1
Murfreesboro. Tenn., where he perwhile
elder,
presiding
the
by
...iv('
.
sevformed the marriage ceremony
street
Third
the
of
Fields
Peter
Rev.
brother.
eral days ago for his wife's
congregatIon is at Central City conDuring the Princeton session those Cucting a protracted meeting that has
regthere changed the date of the
one every prospect of being one of the
to
n
April
from
meeting
ular
most successful ever held there. He
reaseek later, April 16. for various
preaching there last Monday
started
sons. Rev. Henry was admitted to and writes that everything indicates
the presbytery by letter, this being t grand revival that will be continued
the first meeting of the body since for several weeks, during which time
he took charge of the church here, his puliiit here will he supplied by
therefore the initial opportunity for ethers. Tomorrow night a song serpresentation of his letter, and admis- vice will be held at the Third street
sSai into the presbytery field.
cli.irch.
Considerable routine business was
the
t ansacted yesterday, including
First Baptist.
appointment of the Home Mission
Rev. Calvin M. Thompson of the
committee. About fifteen preachers First Baptist church will tomorrow
and laymen were present from over morning deliver .the second of his
this section.
series of grand sermons on "The
Rev. Donald McDonald of Dan- Groat Intercessory Prayer."
lIlville, Ky., %ill be here to preach to- theme will he "What Christ Prayed
morrow morning and evening at the For For Himself:
" while at the evenKentucky Ave. Presbyterian church.. in.: hour Ins subject is "The ,Last
After the Nfurfreesbpro wedding Night of a Fool". At night time
Mrs. Henry and children went to si.ecial musical features will be renNashville where/ they will visit for dered by a male choir.
It. next ten days or two weeks.

Women
Weary
With
Work
witrrs

and girls who are worn out with the toil of daily work, find in Wine
of Cardui a remedy that will assuage their pains, build up their nerves,
restore their appetites and strengthen their weary bodies. No women
suffer so generally from the diseases peculiar to their sex, as those
who weaken their system with over-workg be It at office, store, or home.
To such over-worked women

CARD I

Woman's
Relief

comes as a boon and a blessing, as is proved by its wonderful success, for the pa:A 50
years, in the treatment of female diseases. "I cannot recommend Cardul too highly,"
writes Mrs. Nellie French, of Batavia, 0. 1 had been bothered with pains in my back,
and would nearly die with the headache every month. I took 3 bottles of Cardui and it
eased away all pain. I have recommended Carclui to many of my friends." It Ls sale,
non-intoxicating and absolutely reliable. Good for young and old. Try it.

FREELY

and frankly, in 'strictest contidenze. telling all your
We will send you
.ay.
troubles, and stating you!
TREE ADVICE, in plain sealed em elope, and a valuable OS-page Book on "Home Treatment for Worsen."
Ladies' Advisory Department, The
Address:

Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga,

Women

Wor

At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles

0 93

PULLING WORDS BARE CHANCE
FOR HIS LIFE
ON CANDIDATES

Big 13argaine in

W a ll gaper

PRESIDENT'S
MR. JAMES LANG HAS HIS ARCHIE, THE
SON. SERIOUSLY ILL AT
Church Entertainment
EAGLE EYE ON THE
Piro Presbyterian.
WHITE HOUSE.
4
DOCUMENTS,
The Broadway Methodist church
Rev. W E. Cave is able to be iip4 was filled last evening by a large
at his home on North Seventh, but , crowd attending the handsome enteryet seders considerably and may not ' tainment given by the Third street Understood That Another Pair of Dr. Lambert. Family
Physician.
be able to fill his pulpit tomorrow at Methodist church ladies for benefit
ii
Says, "I Think He May
Eyes Are as Closely ScanPull Through"
the I:irst Presbyterian church.
ning the Public Records.
of the Home Nlission societies of the
Btoadway and Trimble street MethoTemple Israel.
churches. The programme was
dist
Rabbi Is-witch preaches tomorrow
Washingtor. March 7—The con.
•.•-•tlictlisity; very unusual has been
'literally alive with attractive features
'miming at It o'clock at the Temple
of Archie Roosevelt, accordins
tion
Oric hart fix largtet lint of up-to-datc wall paper
and the immense crowd delighted for rc.ted around the city hall for the
vonerefrom the white house ay
the
reports
eventing
to
%Israel. Laalt
pleas- ;sst few days, and that is the figmost
manner
a
in
hours
several
hour tonight, is extremely
gation was unusually large and interin the city and ot the most otrikinq price°
ore of Former Mayor James Lang a late
ing to the promoters.
grave.
esting, an especially attractive featdays
several
oho has been spending
Dr. Rixey made the following
ore being the excellent programme
looking OVer the records of the city. statement covering the patient's conGerman Lutherans.
city
service.
been in the
for the song
Rev. Benta preaches tomorrow • Mr. Lang has not
dition up to 10:20 p. in.:
-- hall half a doten times since he went
"Archie Roosevelt has materially
rsorning and evening at the German
Second Baptist.
ont of office' six years ago, therefore improved since noon. when consider- •
church. At 2:30 o'clock in
Lutheran
his presence was quickly noted when
The Second Baptist' church pulpit
of .
:hc afternoonbusiness sessionwill he came on this delayed journey now. able anxiety was felt on account
is fawill be filled tomorrow morning and
case
The
action.
!marl
weak
callregarding
be held to take action
Ile is going over the books getting vorable, vaili normal temperature and
evening by Rev. L. G Graham, the
ing some divine to come and be pas- up data regarding the record of Mr.
heart acting welL"
pastor.
tor of the flock. Rev. Dr. ITamm Charles Reed, when the latter was
Dr. Rixcy left the white
twice refused the call, and Dr. Bents mayor. Mr. Lang is bitter against soon after giVing out this Staten
Methodists.
Different
continues supplying the pulpit un:il Mr. Reed and is fighting him hard leaving Dr. Lambert in charge, the
Rev. T. J. Owen goes out and
in this campaign where Mr. Reed is other two physicians, Kennedy and
the members can get some one.
preaches tomorrow morning and
Bracelon, also remaining.
seeking the nomination for mayor.
night at the Little Gypress 'Metho- .
Dr. Lambert says: "Archie has A
It is understood that the past reeFirst Christian.
dist church, while Rev. W. J. Naylor 'Rev. S. 11 Moore of St. Louis will srd of Mr. Lang is bem et gout over chance.
pull
he may
think
I
•
preaches morning and evening at the a-rive. :here this evening and preach, vcry closely also, and those interest- throu;;Ii."
Sunday
Rash Has Broken Out.
Salem Methodist church.
tomorrow morning and night at the e71 say it will make interesting readIt was learned tonight, however,
school serivees will be held tomor- first Christian church. He is a lead- ing matter.
row afternoon at the Methodist
The campaign is getting warmed that anit-toxin has been freely adk
ing divine of that city and will be
good now and things are starting ministered and that a fish had
ep
thorch on West Tennessee street
greeted by an overflowing congregabroken out, thus adding to the con.
to hum.
wfile preaching occurs at 7:30
tion.
plications which 'have alarmed the
•
o'clock in the evening, both worships
physicians. I was at' first thought'
Cost of Improving a Railroad.
being presided over by Mr. Thomas
that t!Iis was scarlet fever. but Dr.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
large
a
of
track
the
duplicate
To
Wooldritge.
denied this.
'At 2.30 o'clock tomorrow after- American road would involve an ex- Rixey later
The presidet and Mrs. Roosevelt
be
will
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resulting
worship
whose
school
penditure
Sunday
event
are said to have been by the bedside
Broadway Methodist
Mechanicsburg charges would be very far from being
conducted at the
of the patient since 14 p. in., when he
be
will
-Blessings In Cialamiiies"
met by the added reS•enue for a long
$100,000
Capital stock
Christian church.
had a relapse. It was at this hour
.prcached .ort tomorrow morning by
time to come. As a matter of fact,
that Dr. Rixey was hurriedly sum$34,000
Surplus
Rev. W. T. Bolling at the Ilroadway
most of the railroads are, therefore.
•
moned to the white house, together
Tenth Street Christian.
duplicating their tracks slowly. It is, with
Methodist church. His theme for
Drs. Kennedy and Braceton.
Sunday school services will be con- 'however . not a question whether
Interest pail on time deposits. Prompt attention given
the evening worship will he "The
Dr. Lambert, who is the Rooseducted
at 9-30 o'clock tomorrow enough is spent each year to keep a
to business intrusted to us.
Isolation. of Greatness."
velt family physician, and who had
rrc riling at the Tenth street Chris- road, already in good condition, up ,
afterthe
in
summoned
early
been
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enough
whether
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held.
Washington at 9 p. m. Ile was met
Rector David Wright ni Grace e-inintinion
in. and 7:30 expended to keep the road in the up- by Miss Ethel Roosevelt in a carchurch returned this morn A at 2"
81 will preach at"a'
to-date state 'demanded by the conBoth Phones, No. ego.
o'clock from Memphis, where he has p. in. All members of both the Bible tinually higher standard of living and riage, which went at a gallop* pace
to tlic white house. Dr. Lawbert.
been since last Tuesday delivering school and church arc earnestly re- expenditure in the whole country.
arriving at the white hovive! ran
able addresses each day for the quested to attend
A striking example is seen in the
across the porch into tke house,
Southern Pacific. In 1922. a large;
Erotherhood of St. Andrew ,which
where he met the attendifig physi- INSURE
German Evangelical.
brokerage house. l'hterested in this I
conducted a week of service at that
and family.
cians
Gemof
the
Rev. William Bourquin
stock, estimated with an expenditurel
ety. The Memphis people readily
All Washington Anxious.
this road could be in a I
South
church
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man
Evangelical
$40,000,000
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recognized the versatile, forceful and
The greatest anxiety is felt all ovFr
physical condition and en•' •
logical divine the Paducahan is, judg- Fifth street speaks in the German first-class
in this case. There arc!
Washington
abled easily to pay dividends. A for- inquiries without 'number to the
wormorning's
tomorrow
tiguage
at
iss irom the published accounts of I .
ty million dollar, issue of preferred
Cis grand sermons. He will be in his slap, while at the evening hour his stock was actually made. But it has white house this evening, but it is
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•
is
"Loose
theme
impossible to answer them.
pulpit here. tomorrow at the regular
been found necessary in the last four
i the English language.
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err('
It was reported that the baby.
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years, in addition to this sum, to ex- Quentin, had been sent away,to his
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nearly Soo,csaossoo
Phones:Office 383—Residence 1696
aunt's, hut that is not a fact. It is Office 306 Broadway
urnberIand Presbyterian.
UnionC
road has ben brought up to a first- stated that he remained in the white I
Training Cl..
Owensboro
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T.
Barbee
of
rathtile
now
class condition. It has
The Suady School Teachers' Union
left yestetiellay after Spending scv- er large bond capitalization of 4E- house.
Training class meets Monday even•
The president and his family are I
cral nights here preaching to Cum- non per mile.
From Isaac Shelby to 1. C. W. Beckham
jug at 7:30 o'clock at the Grace
ent.1
pat
the
on
attendance
stilLio
berland Presbyterians at the First
The president, on going into the
church parish house, and will be led Christian church. Many heard him
IneOMMIEICM.7 ALL or.
A Tit) From the Waiter.
sickroom, takes bff his coat and reby Rector Wright. the regular in-' each evening, and before departing
Amof
men
young
the
do
"Why
viructor, whose place has been filled 3. R. Province. Jack Gilbert and erica sneer at the waiter's calling?" stnnes jt when he come-; out.
during his absence from the city by Oce Allen( were elected to the board said the quiet man in the black swalRev. Wm. Bourquin of the German of elders: others on which body are low-tail coat. " Awaiter can travel OFFERED Iwo FOR
Evangelical church of Smith Fifth James P. Holt and Menry J. Thix- all over the world, become a; modern
The First lime Their Plcliazi Hays Ever
PELT OF BLACK FOX
ton.
st reet.
linguist, and can easily earn from
Bien Published.
When the Cumberland Presbyter- $25 to $50 a week, yet the young
Aspen. Col.. March 8.—The pelt of
The
Poet
has
reening
for
co•rer-t1 nnirse elearnred to seenre
me* of al Xentsck
ian church united with the Prcsby- clerk or, salesman. with 'eight per'
Goiriernors anti tics ut lust succeeded ineee..ring them through the assistance of the Kcn.
the black fox recently captured on
North Twelfth Baptist.
terian, '.I,; year many of the former and no future sneers at him. As a
Welty State fitsrozwnl bociety.•
mile
a
Red Butte mountaist, about
rvlo J. R. Clark preaches tomor- refused to abide by the union, and
In om• r to place these pkttiresii a permanent form, they have been arrNngerl la im
rrrsep in an Up-to-data Mies showing, Kentucky with the late.t censun, pictures of
r‘tw evening at 7:30 o'clock at the v,-ith;disswisio continue ;as Camber- waiter I travel wherever I wish. One from towli. by Police Officer Beatty,
all the presidents of the United Staten, tulers und Flags of all nations. steamship
in Egypt. the next on the is being sought'by hundreds of taxiI'm
winter
routes,
North Twelfth street Baptist mis-sion land Presbyterians. A large number
statistical data, history of the Russo-Japan War, also late mspsc.f the Vnited 2ustes,
).Riviera. the next in Rome. Sbring demists all over the country. These
nuts Canal. )astern and Western itcrenspliere, reports of the last three national census
church. Sunday school worship oc- of them are in this city, and they,
and munch other historical information.
finds inc in Paris, and thence I leap animals are very rare and the skins
111;
, curs there at 3 o'clock. •
, combined- with others over the cohn- the channel in time for the' London
Tbta urinals end valuable Atlas Is PVfl to ALL EVENUVG POST
SUBSCRIFIERA.
are valuable.
If mit now •subscriber send 9300 for a full yews subscription
by mail or $2 co for sin
try, will continue building up the C. season. In the autumn I am back to
month's subscription. Understand that these rate. are by mail only and that the subNgarly a score of ol!fers 'have been
P. church.'which wilL start anew.
scription trice by carrier or agent is tomtits per week.
Missouri Revival.
America again with full pockets. I received by Beatty, several for $400,
The Peening Post publishes six or more editions/laity and the latent edition is seot to
-Rev. W. H. Pinkerton will decide
have learned French, German and but the policeman is 'debating with
each reader according to the time that it will reach them.
tomorrow whether ors close his sev- TRACES HORSE 2,000,000 YEARS Italian. I have made friends with himself whether he will keep it or
'The Vs-ruing Post is. first in everything and has the most State' news and beat
market reports. •
many rich, intelligent, amiable peo- dispose of it.
eral weeks' revival he has been holdPcr all the people and against the grafter.
8.—
New Haven, Conn., March
ple. I have seen the world and earn
ing at Sedalia, Mn. If he closes he
His dog chased the fox, remaining
Independent always.
Prof. RichareL.Lull, of .Yak, today $2,000 a year. Occasionally, while I in the den almost a whole day keepwill arrive here in a day or tiro to
Poe the Home.
published a . new genealogy of the am serving a meal I .am given a good ing guard while his master arranged
entriin before going to any other apZip Earning fast. LOUIVIVILLi. ky.
of
ancestry
the
traced
has
horse. He
pointer on the stock market. Yet the traps around the opening.
pointment. If the enthusiasts pre- the animal back 2,000,000 years. He
clerks and counter-jumpers think
The pelt is a beautiful specimen,
vait on 'him to continue the success- says while the horse originated in they can sneer at mc. They had betbeing jet black, with the exception of
ful affair, it is indefinite as to when Ettrope, North America was the , ter learn my trade."—New York Peta snow white spot on the extrerne
she will arrive.
ter to Pittsburg Dispatch.
theater for its development.
tip qf the tail.
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March
26,
Will
Be
"The
Anniversary of This Data,
Purchase Day at Greater Louisville Exposition.

Masonville, Iowa, March 7-Robbers entered the Farmers' Savings
Bank of Masonville shortly after
midnight last night, dynamited the
safe and secured $4,000 in cash. They
wrecked the bauk building and
escaped. A posse *as quickly formed
to give chase and Sheriff Hennessy
of Manchester was called on for aid.
The robbers were pursued to Manchester, the county seat, where they
abandoned the buggy that had stolen
(font a Masonville liveryman. The
robbers dropped $600 in cash in the
road and the pursuing party found
the money at daybreak At 12 o'clock
today the sheriff and Mtasonville
posse announced that all clews ended
with the finding of the buggy and
the $600.

f/etl

•

of the state south of Louisville 'has
been already assured.
"From the standpoint of a market,"
said one of the exposition officers, at
the meeting when the twelve days
received their names, "outside of Louisville there is no more important
section of Kentucky than "The Purchase," and I stand for making their
day one of the most celebrated in the
course of the exposition."
In view of this emphatic declaration on the part of one of the chief
officers of the exposition, and in view
of the added fact that the speaker
was not even a native of the section
whose cause he espoused. March 26th
is looked forward to with the expectation that it will be one of the most
triumphant days during the Grehater
Louisville exposition.
Though, as an evidence of friendliness, March 26th has been set aside
as "The Purchase Day,'' the Greater Louise.* hopes to see enough
visitors frdm "The Purchase" to
make every day of the exposition
seem to be their very own.
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PAULIN IS
Matta Efingergy Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
Gal INC WELL
130.8, THIRD S MEET:
MR. HENRY FRISZ CONTINUES
TO IMPROVE SLOWLY AT
CENTRAL CITY.

Officer William Johnson Able to Get
Out of Bed-No Word From
Mr. Chandler.

Mr. Henry Frisz, te foundryman,
continues confined at his home in
Central City with paralysis, but is
much. better and gradually recovering. He was stricken several months
agd while in Vincennes, Ind , where
his foundry is located, snd was taken
to Central City. .He is the former
Illinois Central railroad engineer
OMAHA VIEWS
SILVER TROWEL who resided here, and has many
friends who are glad to learn Of his
Famous Masonic Emblem Arrives in irnprosing condition.
Nebraska Metropolis.
No Word Yet.
word has yet been received
No
Omaha, N'eb., March 8.-The famfrom Mr. James Chandler, who went
ous Masonic silver trowel, which is
from here to :Sew Orleans to enter
on its way around the world, reached the Pasteur sanitarium for treatment
Omaha today from Sioux Falls, S. D., of the bite inflicted on his hand by
in charge of five past grand masters his hound pup which had rabies.
of Masons. Freemasons from all
over this section of the country are
Able to Leave Bed.
gathered in Omaha to officiaTly welOfficer Wkn. Johnson is able to
leave his bed at their home on Sixth
come the trowel tonight.
and Harrison, but cannot yet get out
of the room. The wound in his foot
The Shinto Bogey Man.
where he was accidentally shot by
(New York Tribune)
We have heard many weak, fool- his revolver falling from his pocket
ish and contemptible incitements to is rapidly healing.
race hatred against the Japanese, but
Wilh the Sick.
we are inclined to think the worst of
cor-Mx. Edward Rollston, of the Sun,
, the lost is that which is now being
The kitchen %%here King Edward and dinner. He has nothing whatev- put forward to the effect that Ameri- is confined at Riverside hospital
with a slight attack of fever.
has his meals prepa;ed, like the oth. er to do with. the breakfast. The can Christianity is in danger of subMr John Cobb,.of the News-Demversion
by
the
Shintoism
of
Japan.
er parts of Buckingham palace. is chef has four master cooks to assist'
The fact is, of course, that Chriseian- ocrat, is out, after a two weeks' sickhim,
who
in
turn
have
a
bevy
of
serfitted up in a most luxurious manner.
ity is growing' in Japan faster than ness with lagrippe.
Indeed, George III. went to a great yams under them.
Mr. Charles Williamson, the mail
the Japanese colony is growing in
When
the
dinner is to be served.'
deal of expense and trouble to have
carrier" is confined with illness at his
America.
More
Japanese
in
Japan
it furnished throughout in black oak, the scene in the kitchen is one of '
have been converted to Christianity room in the Campbell building on
readiness. The
which is estimated to have cost over perfect
.
in the last few years than all the , Broadway
$50,000. The kitchen consists of a tOld dishes, which are prepared dur- Japanese who have
come to our I Gol. James Lane, the clothier, has
'trite of rooms, which include a pas-1 ing the morning, stand on the table, shores.
We
have
faith
to believe it resumed his business after a several
try room confectionery room and a!surrounded if necessary by ice; the wilt
conning
so.
We
have
enough weeks' illness.
birds and other dainties which are to
bake house.
fifth
in
our
Christian
civilization
to
be served, cooked to a second, are
l
Thechef,•bo
royan , by
b h
believe it can hold its ground, even CONGO PIGMY
ready
tohand,
says
0f!
Woman's
Life.
salary
a Frenchman, receives a
FORSAKES JUNGLES.
against a i per cent, admixture of
13.500 a year and free lodging near: The "hors d'oeuvres" are sent for- Japanese.
!he royal palaces. It is his business I ward to an anteroom, which in the
New York, March 8 -Ota Benga,
!o superintend only the king's 11:nch !case of Buckingham palace, is nearly
the Congo pigmy, who has been hyI three hundred yards from the kitching in the Howard Orphan asylum,
Cannon Eating Its Head Off.
en. The assistants are clad in spotBi ooklyn. since he was taken from
(Kansa, City Star.)
less linen, they all work by the clock,
Mar
The St. Joseph park board 'has an the monkey house in the Bronx Zoo
and each dish is commenced and finelephant on its hands. The board last September, through the efforts
ished within a minute of the appoint- bought
a Spanish cannon from the of a ncgro clergyman of New York,
ed time, punctuality being insisted
government and contracted to -pay i refused to go back to the jungle yes, on by the king.
the freight on it from a Porto Rican terday.
The chef walks around and super- , port, assured that the charge, togethProf. S. P. Verner, who brought
intend*, but bis assistants arc so well er with the freight charges,. would be ; him to this country, turned him over
drilled that he seldom needs to give 'Peo. The steamship company that to the park authorities until such
' an order, though here and there he unloaded- the cannon at New Or- time as he should return to Africa,
t offers a suggestion for the further
leans added a big increase to this started for the Congo yesterday with
perfection of some dainty. During bill. The cannon is still on the car an American exploring expedition.
, this time 'he is himself thinking out I at St. Joseph and $2 a day for demur- Before he started he called on Ota,
• the final details of the masterpiece { rage it being charged every day the and told him that he would take him
of the table, which he takes particu- Igun remains unloaded-that is, stays back to Africa if he wished to go.
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken- larly ender his own care.
The pigmy, who is learning the
on the car. It weighs twelve tons
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay.' Just outside the door of the dining and the problem of getting it to the English language, wants to become
leant Lots for Investment. Western hall there is an apartment where the park is a big one. One firm offered qualified as a missionary before he
rantucky Real Estate Journal and final touches arc given to the deli- to try to move it for $6o. "There is returns and told Prof. Verner so.
Price List Free to Everybody. Scud cate and costly preparations. At this good feature about it," said
The Baptist Ministers' association of
for it. Office Fraternity Building.
Buckingham palace it contains a hot member of the park board, "it does New York, it is said, intends to send
Ota to the Virginia Seminary at
EDGAR W. WHITTPZIORE, Pad& table, upon which the riches rest in not eat anything."
distribution
to
the
for
their
readiness
Ly.nchburg as soon as he gets a good
cab, Ky.
r
table' attendants.
hold on the English language. It
The Time For Crying.
The man who wields authority here
IA' boy living on Linwood Boule- is thought it will take about eight
is clad in immaculate'evening dress, vard came back from the skating years to make a good missionary out
and wears white gloves, and in a pond during the cold weather last of Ota.
voice which is rarely raised above a week, wet to the skin. He alighted
whisper, he given, the minutest di- from a Brooklyn avenue ear and
The Fire Test for Rugs.
•
rections as to what is to be done went "sloshing" down the street toThe dusky rug sJlesrean took a
with each particular item on the me- wards 'home. He uttered no com- red-hot coal from the grate, and boldIteals in Vocabulary. It is the most teteNI In s17.4. sad
mtents, judiciously
nu from the moment it leaves the plaint. But when he got within ing it tight in the tongs, touched it
t.. exclude corruptions of Knot/
ante-room and passes finaly from his twenty rods of his home he let out to the splendid Persian rug.
maw, and to AN
unintelligible techMeantlee.
care. Relays of men and worrsen a yell that was heard two blockvand
"Oh!" gasped the visitor, as the
Erode in Arrangement. P.oeh word bebearers convey all these dishes from then ran into the house crying.
costly rug sizzled and gave off a litgins a paragrapb In its oortoct alphabetical place and is readily caught by the eye.
the kitchen to the ante-room.
"Son! son! What on earth is the tle odor of burning.
heels In Atymologtes. Those are comThe passages from the kitchen are matter?" exclaimed the fond mother.
plete a:td frkuiti1143, and embody the beet
But the salesman smiled:. Ile
rri.ultasu(pbtlology. Theyare notsort m pod
long, with awkward corners 'here and
"Sk-sk-skatin'-an' fell in," he threw the coat back into the grate.
Cr crowded into obscure places.
there and in order to prtvent col- bltihtered.
He pointed to the charred spot, as
Excels in Pronunciation which is indicated I,y respelling with tie diaettittoally
lisions in the hurry of the work, an
"Well, my boy," chided the mother big as a half dollar, on the rug's
markt4 letters used In Me schoolbooks.
ingenious arrangement of mirrora "why did you wait until you got cream colored surface.
the sounds of which ere taught in the
public schools.
has been effected ai these corners, home to cry?"
"Regard, ma'am," 'he said.
Excels in Definitions. They am clear.
so that the bearers may see whether
"VV'ell," stuttered the future Great
And with his hand he brushed ths
WSW,
gotnpktle, and ere given in tire
order n which the word has acquired RS
the road is clear for them. In short, Success, "d-d-durn it all, there wasn't brown entirely away. In a moment
Abides of meaning. Many of the definieverything is done in the royal kitch- none o' you there to hear me. What nothing of it was left. The rug came
tions are illustrated.
Numb in its Appendix tettIda is a packed
en to insnre careful and prompt ser- good would it a-done?'
forth from its fiery ordeal the same
storehouse of us•
.
knowksige.
,
vice.
as 'before, only in that one spot the
Excels as a Working Dictionary. No
her book embodies so much useful InAid Wanted.
fabric was, perhaps, an eighth of an
ormation., or is so indispensable in the
He was an impecunious, seedy, out- inch thinner.
1gnne. study, school, or office.
at-the-elbows person and the doctor, "A Persian rug that will not come
The International has 2380 quarWalking the Straight Line.
when he prescribed for him, knew unhurt from the fire test," said the
to pages with 5000 illustrations'.
'ilb,000 new words have recently
Speaking in New York on the "dif- better than to expect a fee, says Tit- salesman, "is not, madam, worth your
been added and the Gazetteer of ficult problems" which he had been Bits.
attention."-Philadelphia Bulletin.
the World, and Biographical Dic- reminded were before him, Governor
"For the inflamed eyes," said the
tionary have been completely reHughes said: "There are problems, benevolent physician, "dissolve as
Unsmiling Love.
“kvised under the supervision Of W.
This note was picked up on the
'T. Harris, Ph.D.,LL.D., U. S. but somehow they adjust themselves much bornic ac'd as you can put on
to a very simple and fundamental a three-penny piece in half a glass of sidewalk: "Dear L—: The reasCommissioner of Education. .
rule of conduct. It is far easier to water."
on I didn't laff at you when you laft
etitgE —"A Toot in Pronnunstion.”
attractive and entertaining
walk a straight line than to find one's
"Thank you, doctor," murmured at me Sunda.
)
, in the postof5ce was
for I be whole family. Also
6
)
1
way through a labyrinth." Govern- the patient, turning away. A moment because I have a bile on my face and
Illustrated pamphlet.
molten
or Hughes has, thus far walked "the later, however, the surgery door was loan't laff. If I laff it will hurt, but I
G.& C.MERRIAM
0171.1111111101N.
straight line" of public duty. Other opened and the patient sidled in:
lave you, you old sweet thing, bile
*multiunit.. CO.•
men, following it, have found that it
"I say, doctor," said he, with an or we bile; laff or no laff and you
10110140111111.L111, MAIM
led to the White House.--Boston ingratiating smite, "where do b get iumw that. P. S. Bean this up."4t,.s/ilk&Ada
;
Herald,
the three-penny piece?"
Atchison (Abbe,

Kit-chew Used 13y Che Royal
family

W. Whittemore ,

TE GUARANTEE WHER.EVER SOLD

Welegieln"- sainneeneenaewesossaitaalle

IOWA BANK IS ROBBED;
DYNAhLITERS ESCAPE
-Posse Pursues Them From Masonvine to Manchester, Then
Loses Trace.

Louisville, March &--On the motiversary of the day when Paducah, in
"The Purchase," was captured by
the Confederates, "The Purchase" at
the Greater Leftisville Exposition
will be celebrated. In the naming
of the "Twelve Days," Tuesday,
March /nth, was inadvertently set
aside for the time when the sons and
daughters of "The Purchase," either
living in Louisville, or in their own
famous section, might gather in the
First Regiment armory in Louisville,
during the Greater Louisville Exposition, to commemorate their nativity.
Upon compiling a list of famous
dates corresponding with the twelve
days of the exposition, from larch
18 through Maich3oth, it was discovered that on March 26th, 1864, Paducah, in the very heart of "The Purchase,- fell a willing captive to the
soldiers in gray.
This was at'once taken as an omen
foe general success of the exposition;
a fact that the unbounded intere.t
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FOR SALE!
A brand new home, just completed, front porch with large column, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
lot aniti6o feet.

M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
See I.. D. Sanders, Office at8 South Sixth. Phone 765.
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Paducah Transfer Company
anew potshot)

GENER AL:1CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT,"[ACHIM.
KIT AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
3
OFFICE szCOND AND KOH ROE.

BOTH PHONES.

P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
If You Want to See Something Moe in Spring and
Summer Suitings Call on

K: C. ROSE
329 South Third Street, Agent for WANNAMMER &11
„
BROWN, of Philadelphia, MADE TO ORDCH CLOTDIET1
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Healthy Bath Rooms
Good plumbing means
good health and this combined with modern sanitary
fixtures help' to keep the doctor out
of your house. "Staadase Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures in ak e
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath roam Improvements, let us show you sumpielt of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attentibit no
matter how small or how large your job.
ED.HANNAN.
Both Phones 201

13241. 4th•
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THE REGIS CER!

Screens Down in Stations.

Another Move in a Little Game.

PUBLIC EDUCATION

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

(Louisville Courier-Journal.)
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- GISTER
A plan was adopted by which each'ADVERTISE TN THE'RE
refer
to gyen the sandiest mortals as
:
44TA
ilitical or religious creed.
tty."
!If
of the organizations and authorities 'AND MET RESVITS.
Men of cloy?
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Shirtwaists and Skirts are -being

„...,,,.....,,
Dr. Dwight
'
s r,Lilyderma
Cream
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MAYFIELD. LAD DASTARDLY CRIMi
BUSINESS OF
THE WOODMEN LOST HIS ROLL IN ST. LOUIS
MR. T. E. PATTERSON RE- CLAIMS THAT ALLIE MORTON WOMAN SHOT DOWN, BEAT"goo'S QUEEN" TOUCHED
TURNED HOME AFTER
EN AND STABBED TO
CONFERENCE.
HIM.
DEATH.

sold very cheap now at.,
More Applications for Membership
to the Red Men's Lodge—Canton Installs Officers Tonight.

TWO FELLOWS DRIFTED
INTO A BAD SECTION

House Shows There Was a Desperate Struggle—House Ransacked and Robbed.

1

Prevents and Cures Chapped Rough Skirt. Makes E
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blew- 9
ishes caused by the cc Id
c
winds.
DELIGHTFUL TO USE 1
AFTER SHAVING. i
For Sale only at
c

Mr. T. E. Patterson of Chatta- CONTRACTOR NOTIFIED BY
St. Louis, March 8.—Shot down by
nooga, Tenn., returned home yesteran
unseen hand as she entered the
POLICE TO CLEAN UP
day morning after spendileg several
frc.nt door of her home at the dinner
THE STREETS.
days in the city on business con'
. BACON
Lour last night, Mrs. Kate Queen- 1
S
•
nected with 04. meeting next sveek
him struggled to her feet again to
i
DRUG STORE
of the Kentucky lodge of the Woodmeet her assailant in a hand-to-hand
C
men of the World. lie is au officer Isaac Jackson, Colored Boy, is struggle, and was stabbed„ kicked itrusrtn.n.n.nrin.rtru-trtnortrinstru-sa uitto.
Charged With Stealing Brass
[ of the grand lodge of the United
andbeaten to death. The slayer esPieces From Jack Coulson.
States, and also tax collector of
caped, leaving the Quernheim resiperson who entered the house was
[ Chattanooga. He came up to talk
dence, at No. 3720 Vest avenue, lockallowed to leave again during the a
kilter different matters with Paducah
ed front and rear, with no tell-tale
members peraining to the approachAllie Morton the "Queen of ono," crimson stain on doorknob -or win- preliminary investigation. Lieutenant ing session that opens next Tuesday was locked up last night by Officer dow sill to explain the hurried exit. O'Brien was soon re-enforced by
eight men from the detective bureau
at the Red Men's hall on North john Hessian on the charge of rob- She was 95 years old.
Fourth street and continues for three bing R. B. Colley of Mayfield of
The Querheims, father and two by Chief of Detectives Smith. Thea
show, starched me and ignored me or four days. Delegates will be here about $loo.
sons, were absent all day, and Hen- :he body was examined.
The sight in the living room caus• The young fellow is about twenty ry Quernheim swooned near the
altogether. You'can say for me that from every section of the state.
ed
police officers to turn back to
years
of
age,
and
loafer."
does
not
appear
as
Carnes
is
a
Judge
body of his wife when he entered the
the
first floor for fresher air. The
Red Men Met.
if he is used to the ways of a big house at 6:ao o'clock. The husband
body
lay as it had been discovered.
the
session
of
During
last
evening's
city
like
Paducah,
and
last
night
entered by a rear door of the first
NEW YORK MINISTER
Red Mons lodge another large batch while strolling around with a young floor. The yoom he entered had by Henry Quernheim. Three distinct
IN
FINDS HUMOR
pools of fresh blood in different parts
of applications for membership were
SAYINGS OF JESUS. turned in, many by...pelt side in the foend they drifted into the Morton teen ransacked, articles of wearing of the room told of a fearful struggle
woman'a house out about Ninth and apparel were piled high on the bed
membership contest.
Washington streets. fie contends and contents of circles were scat- and Lieutenant O'Brien remarked:
"Traces of Humor in the Sayings
"The murderer was known to this
she slipped her hand into his pocket tered about.
2N TRANSFERRING CASE OF
Rev. Shepby
the
Officers.
r,f
Christ,"
Install
Jesus
woman.
No slayer, whose object
and
took
the
money,
conshting
of
HARGIS AROUSES THE
Springing over the heaps of disarTim Atkins Cantou will meet this $45 in cash and about $75 worth of ranged
herd Knapp, of New York City, is
PrOPLE.
furniture he started in 1 t ) take life or to rob, does such a
himself of
the subject of an article in the March evening it the Odd Fellows hall at notes.
search for his wife. Passing the elec- job unless lie needs to rid
The negress is an old offender tric switch he had proceeded half a victim who has recognized him."
issue of the Biblical World, issued Fifth and Broadway and install the
new officers recently chosen.
with a police record as long as the way down the steps to the family
Judge Riddle Has a Few Things to by the University of Chicago. The
Illinois
Cenrtal railroad system. She Living room, in the front, before he
was
a
defthere
believes
that
another
Say and Denounces Carnes as
CONGRESS CONFERS BOON
has done time in the penitentiary and saw a trickling rivulet of blood near FIRST GRIP VICTIM
inite humorous- side to Christ's charA Laster.
STATE
COLLEGE been arrested
ON
AGAIN AFFLICTED.
more than any one veo- the bottom step. One more step and
acter.
rtan
in
the
city.
Quernheim barely escaped fallirfg
"In the (*rat place," says Dr. Equal to An Endowment of Firs
• New York, March 8 —Berry Ko.
prstrate over his wife's body.
imHis
evident
in
Knapp,
"it
is
that
Hundred
Thousand
Woodruff, of Rahway, who is said to
7—Before
,
March
Lexington, Ky,
Had Fine Carpet.
Son Almost Steps on Silent Form have been the first grip victim of the
Dollars.
humor
essential
of
a
chlef
agination
occupied
a
Hook
yesterday Sandy
tskobert McGee. colored, was lockTwenty minutes later William II. United States, so far as the diagnosis
He spears
ed up by Patrolman Stott Ferguson Gueritheim,
modest spot on the Kentucky map was highly developed.
reached the house. is concerned, is dangerously ill at his
8.—PresiKy
,
March
Lexington,
tabitually in figures Parables, melast night, and is being held for in- He entered J.,
Its population of aoo has for many
the front door with a home in that city from a return of
Patterson
of
Kendent
James
K.
taphors and similes come to ° close
vestigation. He sold a fine carpet latch key and was forced to
take a
years risen sith the rooters and te.gether and in such abundance that tucky State College, received offieial for forty
cents to Proprietor Burton hurried step tip avoid stepping on the the disease.
gone to bed with the hens, and their
information last night that a bill of
When he was first stricken in 1882,
the "Burton House" on Kentucky body. The police
His collected sayings are a maj,eir passed congress in the closing days
were notified at the grip was ravaging Russia. The
ambition showed no inclination to
avenue near Second street. He claim- once and Lieutenant Ifartin
O'Brien, physician called to attend him couldt
soar above the rim of the mountains picture. In the second place, there of the session increasing the appro- ed
some negro porter over a bank personally heading a squad of
patrol- not determine the nature of hi; ”sn'•
that have it locked in loving em- is often a kind of homeliness in His priations for agricultural and megave
him the carpet, but not believ- men and special officers from
Vie ady. and six others were called. They
brace In the old days Sandy Hook imagination expressions that would chanical college* which will reale!
ing his tale the officers hacked him Fifth police district,
took charge of finally decided he had the then new
was called NLartinsburg. but along provide excellent raw material for in an increase in the annual appropthe house. •
riation for Kentucky State College taa.
came an enterprising agent of Uncle humor when needed.
disease, the grip The doctors preAs relatives .of the slain woman. dicted that Woodruff would not live
Samuel who was aware of the fact
"Another trait of Jesus that would equal to an endowment of $500,000.
Brumes Were Stolen.
summoned by telephone, arrived, a week, and that if he did he. would
Several weeks ago President Patthat there are other Martinsburg% in lend itself to the expressionAf humor
Isaac Jackson. a 12-year-old color- they were sent into the house anti
the state, and he bestowed upon it i. a sort of cleveruss, an aptness terson received a letter from Stnator
be a raving maniac, In time 'he reKende Nelson. of Minnesota, inform- ed boy. ia locked up at the jail, charg- the locks clicked behind them. No covered.
the name which it enjoys today It
and quickness in conversation"
ed with stealing brass fixtures and
is the wilt of Elliott, in the eastern
ing him that be had introduced a bill
tier of mountain coumies, and is
in the senate to increase the annual pieces from the jack Coulson plumbing establishment, lie was arrested
plastered on a mountain side tweuty- RAILROADS ARE ANGERED
appropriation made by congress t
BY NEBRASKA LAW each of the agricultural and mechani- by °dicer Shelby.
eight miles from the C. & 0. railroad. and Morehead is the station at
cal colleges in the United States by
. Chien the Streets.
All Roads in State Issue Circulars $5.000 thc first year, $io,000 the secthis point.
Prescribing
Ironclad
Adher—
Street
Inspector Alonzo Ellidtt
Jhe (lily means of communication
ant! year. $ts.000 the third year, Sao,ence to Two Cent Rate.
between Morehea.d and Sandy Hook
o the fourth year, and $23,000 the yesterday 'had the police serve a legal
Contractor
Thomas
Omaha, Neb., March 8-1n reialia• fifth year. Each year thereafter the notice ,on
We will have our mil/Wry opening in Spring Hats
by the liumb:e mule
is faint
ft' adverse legislation, culnainat- annual addition should remain a con- Bridges, informing him that the 1Cwhich kick itself forward and an uncertain telephone line. So much for ng in the passage of a two-cent-per- stant amount, viz, tas.000. Senator cummulation of dirt on Twelfth beSandy Hook of yesterday. From true passenger fare bill, passed by Nelson requested the co-operation of tween Tennessee and Norton streets,
now on a good!): portion of this the Nkbraska legislature, and which President Patterson, and the latter alp° on Jackson between Tenth and
And would be glad to have you call and examine
atate will have its eyes on Sandy tent into effect this morning, all accordingly went on to Washington Thirteenth, must be hauled away at
Hook for it is there that Judge Nebraska yailroads: including the and had an extended interview with once so.the thoroughfare will not be
our display before you purchase. Remember the
James Hargis, Elbert Hargis. John Lnion Pacific. Burlington. Northwes- Senator Nelson, the senators and obstructed in this respect. The condate, Friday and Saturday March 15 and 16
tractor
was,
also
directed
to
repair
Abner and John Smith will be tried tern, Missouri Pacific, Rock Island some of the representatives of Kenthe
holes
on
Jackson
between
circulars
issued
Great
Northern,
t.rd
!or the assassination of Dr. Cox.
tucky, all of whom pledge4 their
Sandy Hook will reach the zenith of this morning absolutely Oolishing all support to Senator Nelson's measure. Twelfth and Thirteenth. If this work
fame On May 27, when Judge Matt clarses of reduced fares. \ Under the It was attached as an amendment to is not performed within three days
Redwine. the judge of that circuit, head of 'special instructions" the cir- the general agricultural • bill, passed and the objectionable condition of
Eley Dry Goods Company
216 Broadway
calls the case. After the trial has cular says:
the senate and then went to the affair thereby remedied, the city
"Agents must not honor clergy per- house
been recorded upon the bloody leaves
refused
to con- will do the work itself and charge the
which
of mountain history, Sandy Hook mits, reduced rates or orders or in- cur in
The cost to the contractor, who left the
amendment.
the
twill once again be a mere fly speck structions for rates for disabled vol- hobie on Match 2 however, voted -to streets in this state in laying the new
upon a very pretty map.
unteer soldiers, orders for charitable recede from the disagreement by an sanitary sewerage system that goe,
That there is the greatest indigna- rates or any other form of a reduced aye and no vote' of tao to 87. • Mr. through that section.
-tion in this section of the state over ist;:' order, whether for a state or in- Sherley, of Kentucky, voted with the
Street Moochers.
the turn of affairs is puttink it mild- Lrstate journey, in any portion of minority.
George Brown, was picked up yesly. It begins to look as if the Nebraska.
The Agricuftural and Mechanical
bounds have been overstepped at
rates, one-way College of Kentucky will thus re- terday by Patrol Wagon Driver
"All excursion
last, and the wrath if the bluegrass round trip, whether on excursion or ceive a very handsome addition to its Henry Seamon near Fourth and
people has been aroused to the high- ccrtificatc plan, at present authorized income. The State College will be Kentucky avenet and incarcerated
est pitch
Dimes
ior convemions. assemblies, events. enabled to give more and better work on the charge of "mooching." He
11144m...m..• •410•4.0.44m......m••,
The state's representative say that etc., horneseekers' excursion rates in all its various departments. When was begging help of anoyone and
'Hargis has, relatives in Elliott coun- rue-way settlers', rates reduced theat- the maximum, $25,000, is reached the was slightly intoxicated. There are
ty. among them 'being the Wedding- rica! or party rates commutation additional income will be equivalent several belonging to his gang, and
tons, who are the "bosses" of that rates or nay other special rates, either to the income for an endowment of the officers are now looking for
them.
county. The Judge in that district one way or round trip, applying be- $500,000 at 5 per cent, per annum.
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTERis Matt Redwine, brother of Judge tween two points, both of which are
The Carnegie library, which 13 unEST ON IT AND SEE HOW.SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
Dave B. Redwine. of Breathitt coun- in the State of Nebraska are hereby ger contract, the new normal school CAN'T FORCE A BARBER
TO SHAVE A NEGRO
ty, Who was elected by the Hargis ctIncelled."
building in process of erection at
BAND ACCOUNT.
strength. They say also that 'AMU-cost of 23o,000 and the new agriculairy William A. Young has s'ast intural building which will be erected Even in Connecticut the Color Line
Educating Young Men.
Vinence in Elliott.
Can Be Drawn,
The circular concludes by calling in time for the opening of the SepHargis is Satisfied.
Hartford, Conn, March 8.—The
attention to the fact that it is their tember term, show that the State
On the other hand, Hargis says he. purposeqo make the two-cent rate the College is advancing by leaps and supreme court of the state "has just
is satisfied to be tried in Elliott. al- *only possible rate to apply on Ne- bounds. Its enrollment this year is
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
banded down a decision to the effect
though he preferred his own- county. braska passenger rates.
902 students.
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
that barbers in this state need not
He says the relationship in the formThere are more young men in the
fcolored
men.
The
decision
shave
er county is not very extensive.
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
—Miss Rose IIaupenthal offikenpenitentiaries in this country karing
Judge Carnes said: "1 was not trades than there arc outside of ;hem tucky avenue near Fifth is suffer;ng was reached on an appeal from a
actuated by any friendship for Jud.ge) Icaring trades. The principal cause painful bruises, caused by a grlwri suprerhe court deciston in Bridgeport
'Hargis. I was not influenced one of this is that we arc educating our boy running into her while roller by Henry H. Foulkner, a colpred
-way or another. I believed honestly young men for idle gentlemen, try- skating and knocking her sprawling. man, who brought suit against
that a fair trial can be held there for ing to make laweyrs, preachers. doc- And yet the council has not adopted Thomas Solazzi, a barber of that
the reasons I 'have mentiotied. It is tors and clerks out of material that Mayor Yeiser's recommended ordin- city. Solazzi refused to shave Foulknot true that my order was prepared is needed for blacksmiths, carpenters, ance that the street skating be proner, his defense being that his barbthe night before. I flied it up be- merchants, and other hones! "hewers hibited.
ershop
was not a place of public acfore coming to..cour`. 'That is what of wood and drawers of water." It
310 Broadway
commodation
within the meaning of
volunmatt
When
a
late.'
made me
If advice was worth as much as it
is a mistake, and a big one, to teach
tarily makes a confession of murder. the boys and girls to believe that is supposed to be, it would never be the law. The supretrae court aupl
[-igggsgmeggmms1111.11111111111IIMe
holds that contention.
I do not think he can be dismissed labor is disgraceful and to do noth- as free as it is.
commonat the suggestion of the
ing for a living is more becoming
wealth's attorney. At any rate, the
society. It is rotten to the core and
afAdana
motion was made by Mr.
is sunning the country today; there
ter the orders had been entered.
arf,t
sons and daughters who are now
the
of
tam .glad to wash my hands
being
educated to play the "leading,
[ affair. No more Jackson for me."
lady" and "walking gentleman" in
Jackson
in
man
'About the maddest
the great drama of lifeNwho will high'
ist Judge Riddle, who presides over
out for the pborhouse or the peniabrapt
the
resents
eireitit.
He
[
*Ma
teettiary before the entrain drops on
action of Judge Carnes in taking the
"1W) KING OF CEMENT"
the last sad 'act of the play to which
eveta
without
bands
of.
his
out
reins
educated by their too
saying, "with your permission," or they have been
indulgent
parents.
— Elizabethtown
said
Riddle
Judge
else.
/anything
News.
last night:
"Carnes Came ioto my t:lourt room
You can never tell how far a man
troops, took me
)at •the .. heak. of
which
privatiee, never extended mt a - court- is going to get by the speed at
he
life.
starts
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in
to
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BORRECT DRESSERS FOR LADIES & CHILDREN

317 Broadway
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/ACTION OF
JUDGE CARNES
k

OPENING

March l5(b 16, 1907

MRS. CHAPPIN

"IT IS THE LITTLE T;IINGS
INOS"
MAKE THE 13,16
The Pennies, Nickels,

and Winders Make the Dollars

SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE

Our Home Savings Bank

MECHANIC'S

FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK

Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal

Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Whitehall and Agatite Cement

H.

, Phones

Cte3NNINGHA1VI

Old 960, pe 245'

Thirteenth and Adams Street

•

✓

.-

Commoner's &de

People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
Ju..t sample any other perfume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per.
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what enable us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
corniag Into our possession.

J. H. Ilenl.cnidroer
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY

WE USE

N

4

OWNS.

First
litr,suss it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
Tbe button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Ne l.;11gee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and without inistry.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West KenSatisfy yourself
by
tucky
sending us your laundry.

S,1

Star Laundry

Beautiful Framed Picture

1

to An

For the Road Trip to
‘DUIUU Tennessee river & retur'

Excursion Rates on
The Rive'

•

**a

a
50
0

0,
0
4

Campbell I flock.

Caron Directory Comply
Of Louisville,
Kentucky

Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE

In pursuance of judgment of McCracken circuit court rendered at its
I WOW IS THE lihtE
January term. tom, in the action of
THIS IS i'HE PLACE
Fooks-Acrce
company,
Lumber
plaintiff, against J. I- Golightly &
Co!, defendant, I will. on Monday,
INCOORA
March tith, (about the hour of to
o'clock a. m.), sow, (being county
? • 464 Wall. Day and Night
court day), at the courthouse door in
-ataiogne
School
Paducah, Kentucky. sell to the highest bidder, on a credit of six months,
the following described property, viz:
Lying and being in Paducala, McCracken county, Kentucky, and in
Little's addition to the city of Paducah, and snore particularly known
and described as lots Nos. 25 and 26,
in block No. 5. in Little's addition to
the city of Paducah, or as snitch
St. Louis and Tennessee River Parisi thereof as may be necessary to satiset company—the cheapest and ben fy said judgment, interest an( cost,
amounting to
excursion out of Paducah.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent. from
1111/0-121111
1340 13.32
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which exception may issue match all the modish shades of the made %sings and other fancy feathwhen due.
season. Crochet ornaments and ball ers.
This 8th day of March, tgo7.
and drop fringes of the Tom Thumb
. Hat Pins are Very Large.
CEIL REED. Master
kind are in great vogue. Sash ends
Hat pins are enormous in size for
Commissioner.
and scarfs arc finished with a single the most part, and constitute an mulong silk tassel. and waists and portant part of trimming of the hat
skirts are lavishly ornamented with Huge balls of imitation ivory, shell
It is a trip of pleasure, coming
narrow crochet insertion. The vro- or amber are the more usual styles,
Commissioner's Sale
and rest; good service, good tabl
man who is handy with her crochet though jet pins and those with fancy
good roans, etc. Boats leave cue
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc- needle can easily snake a great .part stones ar equally fashionable.
FANNIE FIELD
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
Cracken circuit, rendered at its of her trimmings should she so del
sire.
of
action
I907,
January
the
term.
in
Jas
For other information apply to
Pointed Braids.
✓oger, superintendent; Frank I. C. A. Isbell. plaintiff, against F. G.
Zigzag braids, the kind that used BOY CRUSHED TO
Rudolph, administrator, etc., defendDEATH BY LOG.
Brown, agent
ant. I will, on Monday, March nth, to be employed for making ricicrack I
trimming, arc modish once more
in.),
a.
o'clock
(abont
of
hour
to
the
-seellea
Robert Gordon Johnson, son of ,
and are extensively used in cotton.
1907 (being county court day), at the
William Johnson and grandson of
linen
and
silk,
several
and
in
widths.
courthouse door in Paducah. KenMayor A. J. Watts, of this city, was
tucky, sell to the highest bidder, on Put on in braiding patterns these arc accidentally-kille
d Wednesday aftereffective
and
very
they
make
also
up
a credit of six months, the following
noon at his home, four miles northprettily used as insertions.
described property, viz:
cast .4 this city, says the Mayfield
Laces.
The following described property
Is the inventory of trimmings, lace Monitor. He was driving a team and
lying and being ill Paducah. McRound Trip to EVANSVILLE AND Cracken county. Kentucky, and be- must not be overlooked—the most hauling logs to a mill and sitting on
the log, when the chain which held
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00; ginning at a stake on Plunket street, powerful factor in softening hard
the
log ticcame loosened and caught
lines
beautifying
and
the
woman
no
Unlimited Ticket $5.00, meals and at the northeast corner of a lot
his foot. The log rolled and the
longer
adding
young,
and
the
to
berth included.
bought of W. B. Sr E. M. Plunket
chain tightened and his foot was
and A. Boyd, February loth, 1887; charms of those in the springtime of
crushed
by the log and chain. The
long
'had
have
Heavy
laces
a
life.
thence at right angle. fronting
log rolled on him and bruised and
popular
favor,
mainstill
of
and
run
towards
feet,
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party Plunket street, 25
injured trim internally. Two physiBroadway; thence at right angles to- tain their hold, especially lace apof five or over, 4r.5o each, without wards the N. N, M. V. R. R. to an pliques, which arc within the com- cians were immediately called and at
once saw that amputation of the foot
alley :65 feet; thence at right angles mand of almost every woman from
meals; $2.00 with meals.
was necessary and prepared to cut
tomards Jackson street, 25 feet; their varied prices. While not atGood music on all the boats.. For thence at right angles 165 feet. to the tractive, Filet lace bands are promi- it off. While they were cutting it
o'ff he died. Deceased was only 12
further particulars see
beginning, being the south half of a nent and second only to Persian
years old and was the only son of
modistes
are
the
which
bands,
best
lot sold to Smith Mitcherson by W.
his parents and one of the best boys
S. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass, Agent
M. Plunket and A. .using for costumes, broadcloth wraps
Plunket,
F.
B.
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
waists in the neighborhood.
Boyd, June 26, 1888; or as much and particularly for vests or
Agent. Phone 33.
thereof as may be necessary to satis- where a delicate color tone is
REJOICE IN HS RESIGNATION
quired.
fy said judgment, interest and cost.
Bodices.
and
Sashes
amounting to $-----.
Sashes and bodices arc important People of Kingston Learn That
Wh:t is said to be the greatest drug
The purchaser will be required to
Swetenham Has Quit.
accessories
of modish gowns, but
:ore in the wqrld exists in Moscow, give bond with approved security,
shape
to
taken
is
utmost
care
the
from
cent.
per
6
and is 203 years old. Since dim it has hearing interest at
to
Kingston, Jamaica, March, 8 --The
been in the fami:y of the present pro.. day of sale, having force of replevin them well so that they will add
necessary for vswva of the resignation of Governor
that
is
effect
trim
the
execution
issilL
may
prietor. It is 1 building of imposing bond, on which
tht fashionable outline. The Tryune Swcttenham has been received here
dimensions, with many departments, when due.
stiffeners that everyone uses with satisfaction. His unpopularity
collar
Toir.
March,
of
day
professional
8th
This
including one for the
edu
to support the collars of dresses and has greatly increased since the Davis
J. W. F.GESTER, Attorney.
cation of the staff, which numbers
shirt wa:sts are duplicated this seas700 nsrsons. 'They. make up about
CEIL REED, Waster
iscident.
on in longer lengt'hs for belts and
Commissiontlr.
it
*OD presaiptioas a day.
,
silk
girdles. These s-c ia sthe sane

Excursia

1

INSURANCE'

Commissioner's Sale

IP

11

Ti

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE

'Phone son

PADUCAH CENTRAL

FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS

In pursuance of a judgment of Me- I
Cracken circuit court, rendered at itt
January term, 1907, in the action Ott
0. L. Gregory, plaintiff, against
Junes A. Roberts, defendant, I
i. The penetentia season that pre- covered endless long loops and are
on Monday, March nth, (about the i cedes Easter is a busy time for ev- very easily attached to ribbon or
The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St. animation.
hour of to o'clock a. m.), 19°7 (being eryone interested .n thini s sa tonal other gird es. These come in
The pictures and frame*
sets Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti- are
neat and pretty enough to grace
county court day), at the courthouse I All the world and its relations are of three that sell for to cents or 15
fully
framed
pfcture, size 5 1-a by the svalls of a
door in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to 1 making arrangements ior the yew at- cents in the three or five inch
millionaire's home.
7 1-4 inches, to every one
sending $1 Tere is nothing cheap or shoddy
the highest bidder, on a credit of tire that always seems es )ecially fit- widths.
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subscription to their loliking about them.
three months, the following described ting in the spring, which is Dame
A Rival to, the Jumper Waist.
They carnal be
great semi-weekly paper and Farm duplicated
property, viz:
in the retail stores for fess •
'Nature's season for adornment
The growing favor accorded to the Progress,
a
monthly
agricultural pa- than 5o sents. l'he best
A certain stock certificate for 20
The Shops Teem.
surplice front is beyond question, per published
recommendsby The Republic.
'ion that we can give them is
shares of stock in the 0. L. Gregory
The shops teem with ne v ideas in and although it was used to some exto nig,
This
offer
is
open
so
both new and that if you are not
Vinegar company, same being stock materials and in made s ) enstiones tent last summer, it has now taken
thoroughly
sagsold
subscribers. If yen ahe taking fled with your
certificate No. 3, dated January 2, and accessories of all sorts Trim- on new fife. The American woman
picture they will refund
the
paper
at
present,
send
in your dol- the money for your
1902, ;sued' by 0. L. Gregory Vine- mings counters are busy o ace- and evidently clings to the short
subscription-eland
sleeve, lar and have your time marked
up for pay the postage for returning
gar company, a corporation.
show an endless variety o sarrntures ind smal wonder, as the angle of the
the picone
year
and
get
one
of
these
beautiture to them
Or as much thereof as may be that run the gamut of p•-'-• from a elbow is certainly not graceful. The
ful
pictures
without any extra cost.
If you are
• necessary to satisfy said judgment, few cents to many dollar- a yard. success of the new Paquin sleeve is
The pictures re genuine works of the TWICE-Aalready a subscribee to
interest and cost, amounting to $--s-. Bordered goods make a handsome doubtful—closely fitting, with a puff
-WEEK REPUSLIC,
The purchaser will be required to showing in spring materials, and of- at the elbow. Could any outline be art, done in nine colors. Two of them or if you wane only the agrictiVeral
give bond with approved security, fer a striking contrast to the plain- -note opposed to grace and beauty? are heads of beautiful girls. One monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
wears a black picture hat and has two dime for one
bearing interest at 6 per cent. from colored, filmy fabrics. non so much
year's subscription to
New Hats and Garnitures.
roses pinned to her pink bodice. I` this big
day of sale, having force of replevin in favor. Some 'have wreaths of
sixteen-page farm and Wpm'
Mushroom shapes with their droop- this
one is desired, order No. to, "The paper. The
bond, on which execution may issue flowers and leaves, stamped in natu- osg brims are very much to the fore
TWICE-A-WEEK RESpring Girl" No. ii, or "The Summer PUBLIC is the
when due.
ral colors, others shade into a con- in the new models and fine machine
Girl," wears a light brown picture weekly family oldest and best semiThis 8th day of March, 1907.
trasting hue, above the border orna- sewed straws are the leading mode.
paper in the country,
hat,
trimmed with light green. She and Farm Progress
CRICE & ROSS, Attorneys.
mentation.
In distinct contrast with these one
la the fastest
also wears a white and green waist, growing farm
Braids.
CEIL REED, Master
sees a number of rough straws in
monthly in AnKrica.
with
a
bunch of very pretty flowers at Remember that you
Commissioner.
Blraids are extensively used, es. high colors for the most part from
get both these
her breast. The remaining picture, or splendid
pecially in the narrow soutaehe that representative French makers. Legpublications for a year andl
No. 12, is a three-quarter length pic- one of these
is ,braided on in intricate patrerns horns in their natural rather rough.
ture representing "The Winter Girl." tures, all for handsomely framed picknown as Vemicelli designs This is vellow tints are to be very smart, and
only $t.
Commissioner's Sale
with a long coat, boa about her neck
Remit by postoffice or express
sewed on not flat but edgewise, and ostrich feathers and plumes are as
and a muff.
money order, registered letter or Intuit
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc- is as largely employed for linen suits much used as ever on dressy hats,
The frames are made of rounded draft. Do not
Cracken circuit court, .rendered at as on more elaborate fabrics. Cot- though floral trimmings in mixed arsend personal sheet&
metal and are all black. To tell them Write name and
its January term, 1907, in the action ton or linen soutache is used on rangements are decidedly modish.
address plainly. XIfrom real ebony it would be necessary dress all
Wreaths of Roses.
orders to the St. Louis iteof 0. I- Gregory, plaintiff, against washable materials, and in many inWreaths of roses in odd colors, or to take them from the wall for ex- 'public. St. Ionic Mo
0. P. Wilson, & Co. defendant, I stances little crochet buttons of the
will, on Monday, March lith, (about same materials are used freely to of roses and violets, lilacs and roses,
or monitures of very small flowers to
the hour of to o'clock a. m.), teos, help out the effect.
Crochet Buttons and Trinunings.
(being county court day), at the
mixtures are used on many of the
Crochet buttons and crochet trim- nrettiest hats. On the other hand
courthouse door in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the 'highest bidder, on mings are extensively fashionable. very smart styles have their trima credit of three months, the follow- and are to be had in colorings to mings of ribbon loops, or of the large
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Accident Life,
team Boiler.
A certain stock certificate for so
shares of stock in the 0. L. Gregory
Vinegar company, incorporated, and
being stock certificate No. 2, dated
January 2. tool, issued to defendants,
(1. P. Wilson and Mary E Wilson,
Office Phone 340.
by the 0. L. Gregory Vinegar comResIdencz Phone 734
pany, a corporation, or as much
I.
thereof as may be necessary to satisfy said judgment, intent and cost,
amounting to
The purchaser mill be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent. from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
hen due
This 8th day of March, 1907.
CRICE & ROSS, Attorneys
CECIL REED, Master
Commiesioner.
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For the Convenience of our pat rons and the
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities citizen, of Paducah, ept
ing Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where nansed below in the morn
the public is Invited to call
when desiring the address of say r esident of
the cities named.

THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
STATES.

OF

THE

s

UNIT=

List of Directories on File
ALLEINIENY CITY, PA.
MANITOU. COLO.
AT! ANTA, GA.
hIEMPH IL TENN,
BALTIMORE, MD.
MILWAUKEE, WIL
BOSTON, MAS&
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
BRIDGEPORT CONN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
BRONX, N Y.
NAUGATUCK, COM!,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
NEWARK, N. J.
BUFFALO. N. Y.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
CHATTANOOGA. TENN.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
CINCINNATI, 0.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
CHICAGO, ILL.
NEWPORT, KY.
CLEVELAND, 0.
NEW YORK CITY.
COLUMBUS, 0.
NORWICH, CONN.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
PADUCAH, KY.
COLORADO SPRING& COLO. PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
COVENGTON, KY.
RICHMONb,
DAYTON, 0.
RICHMOND, VA.
DENVER. COLO.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAK
DETROIT, MICH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
DULUTH. MINN.
ST. LOU, MO.
FAIRFTELD, CONN.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, III3..
SPRINGFIELD, O.
JEFFERSONV/LLE. MD.
STRATFORD, CONN.
KANSAS CITY, E.AL
SUPERIOR crrr, MINK
KNOXVILLE. TENN.
TOLEDO, 0.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
UTICA. N. T.
LOUISVILLE, KT.
WATERBURY, CONN.
MANHATTAN, N. Y.
YONICWRS, N. Y.
MANCHESTER, VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY FOR
iipo•-oy
SALn:

PRICE $4.00
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
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Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
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JEROtvit AND THE ThAW 'TRIAL MUST HAVE DIMPLES. RUIN
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THE PICTURES. RUSH ToWARDS CITY

B. F. Sears

PEOPLE WHO "Burr IN" WHEN POPULATION OF RURAL NEW
SURVE`.."..)•:
WOMAN'S BEAUTY IS NOT CONCAMERA IS WORKING
YORK
DECLINES.
COUNTIES
PLETE WITHOUT T.
tion of the experts and 'his whole line
(Louisville Post.)
County Work
of
conduct
in
the
las.
two
weeks
has
District Attorney Jerome has not
Scones
Arranged
Carefully
by
Movindicated an unsettled purpose. At
Tyler, Ky,
Se °the: State in the Union Shows Old 'Phone 6ao-/.
There Are Establishments That mete
atrengthened himself by his conduct one
ing Picture Artists Are Dilltime he seems determined to press
Large
Off
Yelling
in
Such
a
a Specialty of Providing This
of the Thaw trial.
turbed a21
.11_12endered
the murder charge against Thaw; at
This sseepecto-boccie of
Now Fashionable
Useless.
As a trial lawyer Mr. Jerome does another time lie seem to freely admit
the Causes,
K. HENDRICK,
Feature.
not seem to be the equal of Mr. Del- that Thaw is insane and not, there"Our work la sometimes seriously
Imes, the leading attorney for the de- fore, guilty of murder, but that he
enty-one of the 61 counties of
"We are having an unprecedented call
J. G MILLER
fnse. Mr. Delmas' calmness, his should be confined in an insane asy- tor dimples," slid the beauty maker interfered With by the buttinskis, an
Niew York had fewer lutoteitauta by
then
again there are times wnen their he census at 15uu than Lie) had I))
I good temper and his prompt accept- lum. These rapid changes of front according to the New York Sun. "Tilers
WM, MARBI.10
ance of the various rulings of the on the part of the prosecuting °M- was a time when there was no demand slamming in helps us," said the man- .he C011skIS of
these counties
ager
of
0
a
concern,
picture
moving
who ..hich include one-half
court afford a sharp contrast to the eer must have had their effect on at all for them. but now we are kept
'the area al
4
himself frames up the Incidents and -he state, showed a lallnee off in ten
petulance of the distirict attorney,' the jury, and while it is still possible busy supplying them. n
supervises the taking of the pictures. ears ranging from a few hundreds oi
while in almost every disputed point that Thaw may eventually be sent to
"Women flock into our establishment
4
yet entered Mr. Jerome seems to an irtsane asylum, all possibility of demanding dimples, and euch has her "It is impossible to guard against the intiabitauts
come small counties, to
have been outgnrald.
a conviction on the murder charge own particular style. To the casual ob- folks with the butting in habit, for aeaeral thousands in wine oi the
LAWYERS.
when they iee anything unusual com- 'sager ones.
Mr. Jerome's examination of Eve- seems to be fast fading away.
serve? all dimples might seem alike, but
ing
off
on
die
street
any
publia
or
in
York,
weaken
New
testinorthern
county,
Thaw
not
her
in
lyn
did
Lases
The latest demonstration of Mr. there is really great variety its them.
place their natural busybody instinct tor instance, d'ecileod iruin 33,000 tc
mony. In fact, it made it stronger. Jerome's relative to a ruling by the
Practice in all the courts of th.
"Of all dimples that on the chin Is the
takes
hold of them, arid they're bound 30,70u in the ten years. Wayne eoun State. Both
'After her original story it was not presiding judge sounds more like the soot noticeable and beautiful. Once
phones 31.
necessary to bring out additional outbreak of a spoiled child than the -Avon a time it was the popular belief to nudge up and take a hand in the ty, to western New York, lemons for
Rooms 1, 1, 3 and 4, Register Build.
proraedings.
apples and mint, declined trona 49,70e ing, 523 I-2 Broadway.
proof to show that she had been a utterance of an executive officer that dimples were born. Nowadays we
"Over In Trenton a few weeks ago LU 48.61/0.
that they are acquired.know
'
bad woman ever since her first eerie- charged with a great responsibility.
By many persons this decline in
''They are like French waves and false I fixed up a horsewhipping scene.
/ rienee with Stanford White, but the Mr. Delmas objected to a question
The first part of the set was easy population w.ei attributed to the conblacker that Mr. Jerome forced, Eve- by Jerome. Jerome insisted that the "teeth. You can lame them if you want
enough to get
It was a scene In a tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
lyn Thaw to picture 'herself the black- law gave him a right to ask the ques- them. To make a cleft chin is quite a
restaurant, in which a protty girl, period of industrial hard times, the
difficult
feat.
er the consequences of Stallion(' tion. Justice Fitzgerald asked for
"You must cut into the flesh with a seated at a table a tittle distance away general effect of which is to diminish
White's act must have become in the legal authorities and Jerome impusharp
knife until you have severed a from another table at which a frolic- population in rural or semi-rural die
dently replied that the question was
eyes of the jury.
muscle.
When the chin heals there will some man with a homely wife is din. tricts. In such times, the demand for
Moreover, the ostentaticms use that such an elementary one that he preint. falls to malting goo-goo eyes al employment being decreased and the
Mr. Jerome has mode of a typewrit- sumed the court must know the au- be a little dent or scar, and this makes Use man.
provision for public relief In farming
the
dimple.
ten statement made by Evelyn thorities and he, therefore, declined
"The second geese, In which I AP counties being small, the larger cities
"A 1101311111 once came to me In great
Thaw's mother and 'his repeated inti- to cite them.
ranged to have the horsewhipping take ars sought by needy persons, and these
mations that he intended to call EvJustice Fitzgerald acted with self- list:ems. She had met with an accident place, took place outside the restau- conditions arereflected in the emoting
which
had
inflicted
a
jagged
cut
Li
her
elyn Thaw's brother to the witness control and merely said that as Mc
rant We'd got police permission to CO11/ua
shin.
stand to confute her have served to Jerome did not produce the authoritake the pictures, and I had two or
The ylara between 1900 and 1306
—My
good
are
looks
for
life,'
ruined
help rather than to injure both the ties it was fair to presume that he
three men stattoaed in front of the having been marked by prosperity and
die
gasped,
sank
as
into
she
a
chair.
witness end the defendant. The proof did not know of any, and he there"I bound up her chin and assured her restaurant to keep tbe crowd back abundance throughout the state, 11
in the case has not indicated that fore ruled against the district attor- that she
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building,
would be all right in•lew days. while the phony horsewhiopfrg was is was supposed that the decline in pop
either Evelyn Thaw's mother or her ney.
elation in interior counties would "23 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky,
"You will be even better looking than gregresa
brother had a- right to complain of
If this thing had happened in a before.' I said to her.
"When everything was all set and cease, that some of the former loin
New Phone 49o; Old 1437 R
her conduct with Thaw, and their at• civil case the client of en attorney
"Ilbe smiled faintly and went away. the machine was snapping away at the would be regained and that, perhaps
titude in aiding the commonwealth actineas Mr. Jerome did would have Two weeks later she returned. The homely wife laying the lash across improved conditions would be reflected SPECIALTIES:
In this case has not helped the pros- had good reason to behest: that his wound had healed and in its place there the face and shoulders of the flirt& in the GOMM figures of this year
Abstracting of Titles
ecution.
attorney was not to ing to vs in his was a very becoming scar, which took tious girl—the lash looked like rattan, which show the entire population ol
Insurance, Corporation and
Moreover. *Mr. Jerome's examina- ease
but it was a phony, and didn't hurl Yew York to be more than 3,000,000.
the form of a dimple.
Real Estate Law.
an increase of 11 per cent, compared
"'I am delighted,' said she,'for I am a at all—our troubles began.
'Pint a big vannigan of a maa with the census of five years ago.
thousand times better looking than I
instead of this, however, the recent
was before.'
slammed In and grabbed my homely
'It is tbe style now to have a dimpled, woman by her lash-wielding arm. ly completed state census shows that
sinoere, beseeching toe& ; and it is the bawling that he didn't believe is sew 11 of the 61 counties have fewer infashion to look rather grave insteal of tag no woman stinging another won). habitants than they had five years
arch. This gives the beauty makers a an like that, and that queered one set ago Some of those which show the
Chicago. May i(—Slower speed on recently predicted as A result of the Kurt to
,
perform in thedimple line, but of films The machine had to be largest decrease in eve years are
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
ell American railways Of importance t se o-cent law.
▪ tO data there have been many sue- stopped while the big buttinski was Cheniung, which includes the city ot
It is said that among the lines seines and no casualties reported.
unit come with the promulgation of
being informed slat the thing was Elmira, heretofore one of the largest fELEPHONES:
spring railway passenger schedules. which will have representatives to ,'Is Paris they are making dimples by any a tableau, and that he didn't manufacturing towns in the souther'
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
tier, and /Reuben, one of the most fer
The hysterical demand for high speed attend tbc bonference will lk the C.. electricity. They take an electric In- belong to the picture.
"110 took the gibes of the crowd sour- tile of the farming counties in the
tables, which resulted in a carnival H. & 1)., the Pennsylvania, the Big Argument and press it into the flesh
^
of blood from one end of the country Four, and possibly other lines run- without, however, breaking the akin. 17, at that, and looked to be in so same region. The falling off in Clio
much of a mind to kick our gear to eating in five years was 2,453, and is J. C. Flournoy
Cecil Reed
to the other, has brought about a re- ning south and east from Cincinnati. Then they turn on the current,
"There is a mild shock. They re- pieces that I bad to get a cop to walk Stsubea 1,007.
action on the part of the public, and. It is expected that the new train
Some of the *aunties of the stab
answering this revulsion of feeling, achettulca will go into effect on April vat this again aid again, always mak- him down the street
ffig the dent deeper, until alter a time
9Vben we got all set again and the which do net show a decline la five
railroad officials have set about to 1.
LAWYERS
the flesh has formed a habit. Therela horsewhipping of the flirtatious girl years show at least very little gala
institute a general reduction.
these
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Dutchess,
which
in
a
dimple In the chin.
was once mo-e going on a sczawny
Notices have been received in the BARS WOMEN AND
BOYS FROM BARROOMS. "This is only useful for the chin. and hotnhet faced woman, who had lust chtdes tie city of Poughkeepsie, ant Rooms to. It and 12, Columbia Bldg,
tieadquarture of nearly every rathoad
PADUCAH, KY,
It would hardly work in the ease of the !clued the outer circle of the crowd, which is one of the best known of the
line of a general mass meeting of
dairy and %farming counties of Ho
cheek,
which
is
too
hard
to
be
treated
:It
eit•boro,
ON
Ky.,
S.—The
March
who
wasn't
▪
d
corntap
was
to
what
operating officials to lie lold in Chithis way.
trg off, rushed into the scene with a state. Five years ago the population
cago to consider a uniform retitle- Owensboro city council at its meet"Where
cheek
dimples
destree
are
shriek,
grabbed my two acting women was 81,670; this year it la 81.611,—•
last
night
an
ing
gave
its
ordinance
their
.
lien of the tanning time for all
there
Is
a
more
complicated
process.
We
by the hair, and ?Sorted in to rough gain of 19 persons.
trains. Hundreds of trains %ill be final passage which pros ides a fine begin by
Delaware county, the chief distiao
replacing
lost
teeth.
Attorney at Law.
bootee them both for their 'indecency
effected. The work in4 revising sched- Oa (rem $so to diao for any saloon
"After yon have plumped out the face in fighting on the street,' as she yelled thee of which is that It includes moo
ules will begin at once, and, in fact, keeper swelling to a woman, or male you will discover that
there are dlinntes at them. The machine had to be prohibition territory than any ()thee Room No, 5,
Paducah
has already begun. These schedules ender twenty-one any intoxicating in the cheeks.
county in New Torn, han increase!
Make your checks piurro stopped again.
Colu.mbis Bldg.
Kentucky
wil be toneitkred at the meeting, to uquor.' Another section of the same mei somehow there will &poser tto
from 46.41:. mu 46,1P8S only during doe
Old Phone 1992.
nThe incident as I had framed It years of enormous state growth.
be held this month. Some lootersl ordinance provides a fine of from $3 magic twinkling spots.
up
didn't caH for anything like that
aercement as to the new baais is nec- tr $5o for any woman or youth unaccounties
other
Among
which
have
-There should be dimples on the barn:
essary in order to provide for train companied by parent ,Jr guardian go- as well as on the face. To be allurita I mad It arranged that after the whip most in population in the last five years
Vag bad proectded for a space the
connections at junction and terminal ing into a saloon
bands must Ile Idly on your lap. The) gellty husband of the homely wife are Otsego; famed for hops; Oswego OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
points.
meat be white and fat. and there tee., we.. ta rush in and attempt to sep noted for starch and starch works;
It is intimated that. no:lee-nig the
be
a row of diumlea eon; the 1:r uck les ante the two women, when hts wife Clinton, which includes the city oi
Electric Steel.
Plattsburg; Scholiast°, Cayuga, whict
'They
look mere youthful if there are
lead of the Chicago. Milwaukee and
The advantage of the electric
woo to turn on him with the loon, cane Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene
no rings et all. Rings sown-hew mkt
Si. Paul railroad, the maximum limit steel over the
lag him to skiddoo down the street which Includes the city of Catskill; OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
steel manufactured by
thejiaWds look old. They are like finer) The girl with
en moat of the lines will be sixty
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
the goo-goo eyes was to Hamilton in the Adirondacks, Fultoz
the old system, is its superior qualiaureittorate dress.* They add to one's seize
miles an hour on main line', and less ty and permits the introduction
Room ere, Fraternity Building.
the whip from the other-wont. and Madison counties In the interior
of age.
on branch lines, where tte tracld is from 20 10 30 per cent, more carbon
hande and
art in to get hunk and Wayne, which increases its agri
"To be pretty you must have nice an's
t)ld Phone 484 1%
not up to the standard. Some of the than the crucible steel. It can
for the cuttio she'd rectived, the cultural products every year, but con New Phone zr4
be
teeth. They must be whita and el en
lines, it is expected. o ni also adopt more easily forged, is not easily
way.n
le,
that
ending
scene
aftinues to lose steadily in population.
✓ules prohibiting engineers from mak- fected like the crucible steel, by the and there TOILla be to gold visible. Them
No other state of the cbuntry has se
sou
must
have
a
pair
of
very
reCips.
ing up lost time by high speed. Three damaging influence of overheating,
large a proportion of counties whict
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'White
'one
mean
a
circu:ation
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
poor
factors have worked in bringing this it is stronger and more firm, and ofare falling behind in population A.
•
narrow
and
lips
mean
a
dispositioi
bad
reduction in excessive speed about. fers a much greater resistance to
Lawyer.
and a habit ed compressing the mouth Being Brought About by the Made New York, that is, none of the large'
The first ii the appalling number of wear and tear. The new system also tau must
ern Spirit of Scientific
states. The explanation of these
have a fine, smooth skin
disastrotta accidents which have oc- gives added independence on account .rblch
changes Is found probably in the enorResearch.
eau be obtained by treating tht
curred all over the country during of the very ordinary material used akin every night with
-mous increase in manufacturing Inter
a good skin form
the last winter. It la expected the for .producing the steel. Such advan- and you must hair
Another
factor
daihron
potent
in
the
mita
a pair of clear, goo
Will Practice in all Courts of Kees
eighteen-hour trains of several lines tages have never been reached by the eyes.
In five years Schenectady bat
log of alcohol has been the spirit al
will be made twenty or perhap. twen- other system, and it has only been "The eyebrows attest be rice. ft one Is scientific research of recent years, says jumped from 46,000 to 71.000 papule
tucky.
ty-two hour trains.
recently' given to the public.. Thie to be ,go,1 looking. and to make there an Open Letter, in Century. in the tion, Rockland from 311,000 to 45.0u6
Reduced speed, it is claimed, will is accounted for by the fact that the beautiful one must treat them every creel laboratories scientists have bees Ntagara ft en 74,000 to 34,000, ante
lessen the probability of accidents. inventor. Dr. Engineer Paul Her- night with an eyeurow grower. The carefully studying the effects o: atm Westebesto r from la I.SUO to 223.000.
In 16 yt isa tile topulatIon of Nen
and of serious damage to life and twit, a Frenchman, has kept the suc- Japanese have very nice eyebrows, but belie liquors upon the various organs
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
property in case accidents do occur. cess a secret until he was able to they devote a great deal of time to them of the body, and, although they differ is York has Increased 21 per cent, yet
(Homeopathist)
Railroad operatere have been forced demonstrate to the public a complete, "The fare should be slightly oval their conclusions upon some points, the one-third of the counties have few.)
to decide that, although track' and successful working plant.
shaped, something like an egg. with the result is that those physicians who have Inhabitants than they hail 15 years
most closely followed these investige
equipment are now at a higher state
The electric process is based oil small part of the eog at the chin. Lont tions have, almost or entirely,
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JOHN D. SMITH, Room ma, Fra- before the animal could be removed
'er.nity
to the Hice ranch. Then it was necessary to lasso and leg-tie the animal. It was then placed in a large
fruit box nailed to sleigh runners
STATE ARBOR DAY.
and hauled to the ranch.
Alumni Association Making Inquiries
That Will Govern Them.
Wiping Out an Old Debt.
"Did I hear you say, old chap,
•
'fra. A R. :Meyers, president of that marriage had inade
\\ man
The Paducah High School Alumni of you?"
association, has written Governor
"That's right."
Beektam to see if he appointes a
"Then that wipes out that ten T
fiate for Arbor Day exercises, and if owe You. Now lend tne five, will
he chip the Pad'ucalr organization you?"
will wait until that time before holding its' exercises and planting the
—Mrs. A. A. Balsky continues to
tree on the Washington building iraprovt with her attack of pneie
lawn
monia.
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Our Special Book and Music Sale

Book
Music Man

D. E.Wilso&

FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
R.EAL
GENUINE
PITTSBURG
COAL
TRADEWATER
West Kentucky Coal Co.
nrCNuo
INCORPATED.fice
and Elevator
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